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Response
Fantastic teacher! 10/10 would recommend.
-------Strengths: Hands down, the best math instructor I have ever seen. Dr. Webster is extremely knowledgeable of the material
and has a knack for putting complex concepts into words that students can understand. Also, the heightened level of
difficultly posed by Dr. Webster made for a very effective way of learning material via other methods that calculations
(i.e. enrichment, activities, etc.). Wish I could have him for MA 242. Weaknesses: There were a few instances where
material was very conceptual, but not too often.
Strength: layout was solid Weakness: MA 241 is hard and requires lots of studying

I loved the lab sessions. Very helpful.

Our MA 241 class was in a CAMPUS THEATER...not typically what I had in mind for what most refer to as "the hardest
calc class at NCSU." I personally think that whiteboard would be nice in the near future. Nevertheless, the class survived.
Other comments
I hope the NCSU math department can better cater the needs of future students. (Note: Dr. Webster adapted where others
might not have)
Would you like
to nominate your Absolutely. Dr. Webster was extremely useful and lucid in his explanations of some of the hardest mathematical concepts
instructor for an studied by undergrads. I can vouch for almost everyone in my section to state that my success and retention of calculus at
Outstanding
NCSU can be duly attributed to the teaching ability of Dr. Webster. Also, he taught this class in a theater for goodness
Teacher Award? sake. I believe that accomplishment deserves some respect.
If yes, why?
---------------
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Justin knows how to keep a class engaged in difficult material.

Yes, Justin is one of the most devoted teachers I have ever had. He's passionate about his career and really knows how to
connect with his students. He always gives examples of how the course material relates to careers.

-------Justin was a good instructor who knew the course material well. He was able to explain difficult topics so everyone could
understand them.

The course is challenging.
-------Good at explaining material.

Bad classroom

Teacher was not enthusiastic

--------
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He doesn't explain problems and makes vague generalities about everything
-------Dr. Webster is easily the best math teacher I have ever had. Clear and to the point, his lectures are extremely informative
and engaging. His strengths lie in his enthusiasm for the course, and always being open to assist students. I can't really say
anything on his weaknesses because I didn't experience any.
The course was excellently managed, it had a natural pace and flow to the material without feeling boring. The "worst"
part of the class are the enrichment assignments, but even for all my griping I found them entertaining and informative.

It was great for reviewing material.

Honestly the chillest professor at State, does his job and does it well.
I would recommend Dr. Webster for this award on the basis that he made a usually painfully boring and difficult class,
manageable and interesting. His enthusiasm for the class shows in his teaching where he constantly draws real-world
applications into his lectures helping the students to see the benefit of the material being taught. Also, his office hours
were fun and inviting.
-------An amazing sense of adaptability, a website with helpful notes and links, various visualization tools and in depth
explanation of how the math worked, not just how to do it.

I'd strongly prefer it if the webassigns were due the night after the test, rather than the night before.
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Professor Webster did his best to teach the course material as well as possible, and was very understanding and fair. He
tried to accommodate the needs of every student, and was very welcoming. He also allowed fair time to ask questions, and
guided us to the questions we needed to ask to fully understand the material.
-------Very helpful in office hours and answered any and all questions about the course material. Made class interesting and
seemed very relatable. He also was able to overcome several obstacles such as a poor room assignment and so many
cancellations.
-------Awesome Guy awesome course. I learned the material without being assult with lots of impossibly difficult work and tests

Yes. He is without doubt a certified Badass and amazing calculus teacher its a damn shame NCSU couldn't come up with
any way to keep him

-------Dr. Webster is a phenomenal instructor. He's very enthusiastic about the course and his enthusiasm makes me more
prepared and willing to do the work and learn the material. He's very willing to work with students to help us succeed and
is flexible with office hours and other appointments.

I'm considering the recitations for this class to be the lab sessions. The TA did well in explaining concepts and problems,
and the problems are very helpful in understanding the course and being able to complete my assigned work.
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Yes. Dr. Webster does an amazing job teaching a very hard class. He's very approachable and friendly, making it easier
for me, as a student, to approach him to get the help I need to succeed. He works hard to make sure we do well. All of his
assignments are meant to make us think critically and broaden our knowledge and capabilities pertaining to the subject
matter. I enjoyed going to his class, and am very glad he was my Calc 2 teacher. His teaching methods are effective and I
was surprised at how well I've been able to understand this class, thanks to him.
-------Teaches the ideas behind how to do problems not how to do them so tests are difficult
-------Justin Webster has been one of my favorite professors of my freshman year. He is so passionate when he teaches which
really makes me want to pay attention (which I do). He is also really helpful when students come to him outside of the
classroom. I am so thankful that I chose to take his course because when he teaches he really explains it and in more than
one way which is helpful if you don't understand it the first time.
The course was not as hard as I expected it to be. I heard that calc 2 was the hardest calc, but it was not unbearable. It
stinks that our section was behind because of the snow days because we are learning the most hard material during the last
week of class, but that is no one's fault. Overall, the course is pretty enjoyable and interesting. The enrichment
assignments were beneficial, especially the second one. I never thought I would be writing research papers in a math
class, but I know when I get a job it will be good having that mathematical composition experience.

Comment on
strengths and
weaknesses of
the lab (if
applicable)

The recitations were really helpful.

Other comments

I truly wish Justin was staying at NC State. He is a really cool, down to earth guy and an amazing, insanely intelligent
professor. 10/10 would recommend.

Would you like
to nominate your
I think Justin would be a perfect recipient of this award. You don't come across professors who are so passionate about
instructor for an
teaching and their students understanding the material like his. If someone has a question, he makes sure you walk away
Outstanding
confidentely knowing the answer. Justin is awesome and is really deserving of this award!
Teacher Award?
If yes, why?
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-------Dr. Webster is a great professor. Sometimes when explaining how to do a certain problem, the material would be a bit
over my head but it was then covered in recitation. One suggestion would be instead of writing out the notes for class
ahead of time and then explaining, write the notes in class and explain as we go. This would slow the pace down a little
and also give more explanation and thoughts about the processes of doing the problems.
This course has a lot of material packed into one semester. It was hard to keep up a lot because of the amount of material
that needed to be covered.

The recitation helped with understanding the material overall but sometimes the problems were harder than they should
have been in order to explain the material. This caused a lot of confusion sometimes.
-------Dr. Webster was very enthusiastic about the course, and he was always well prepared. Although class was in the movie
theater (which doesn't have a white-board), Dr. Webster found a way to effectively use the space he was given and teach
the course well. He always responded to students needs and made the class fair for everyone. If one student requested a
homework extension, he granted one for the whole class.
If it wasn't for Dr. Webster, I would've hated this course. Having a calculus class in the movie theater is like arm wrestling
with a lion. It's just not a logical choice.

The recitation sessions were always very helpful. It was nice to learn the material in lecture and then use the recitation as a
way to master the material.
Addressing the person who decided to have a calculus class in the movie theater: do they still have a job?

Yes. Dr. Webster clearly loves what he does, and he clearly loves calculus. Every day in class, he was so motivated to
lecture us and he never came in with a bad attitude. He was always so energetic and seems like a genuinely happy person.
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-------Justin explains the material very well and knows the material is difficult. He makes the math more fun and will help you
out when you need. He also makes tests with the perfect amount of difficulty.

difficult material but with justin it is very manageable.

Justin is the best math teacher I have ever had. He explains the material in a very clear way and makes it more fun than it
should be. You can tell he loves the material and this greatly helps students want to do well.

-------Justin is cool. He relates to his students and shares his extensive knowledge on the topics. He knows how to teach in such
a way that students will listen, care, and attempt to pass.

Our course was in the movie theater. Math. In the cinema. It was not a fabulous setup, but it ended up working out alright.
-------Strengths: Webster was very passionate about his work, and was good at communicating the information in an
easy-to-understand way. Always prepared for class and made sure we had enough opportunities to learn the information

The course in general was hard, but very good. I learned a lot
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Yes, he knows how to make calculus II a somewhat enjoyable experience.

-------Justin had a laid back, stress free approach to calculus that allowed me to genuinely learn the information rather than cram
it into my head just to get good grades on exams. The supplemental instruction posted online was extremely helpful. The
only criticism that I have for this course were the enrichment activities. I did not find them particularly helpful or
interesting and would have rather had reading quizzes.
Having all of the missed classes due to snow was quite an obstacle, but Justin handled it well and plowed through the
Other comments
material in the last few weeks of classes.
Would you like
Yes, Justin not only explained the course material in an easy-to-understand manner, but by insisting that students answer
to nominate your
his questions, he engaged his audience. Despite the odd teaching circumstances (our class was in Witherspoon) and the
instructor for an
numerous snow days, Justin kept us as on track as he could. In addition to his teaching process, Justin provided a
Outstanding
stress-free environment which allowed me to focus on the material I was learning rather than stress about what grade I
Teacher Award?
was going to receive in his class.
If yes, why?
--------------Comment on
The instructor was very effective in teaching the subject and even when there were setbacks, he managed to succeed in
strengths and
teaching us the material. It would be nice however if maple was not required but then again this is no fault of the
weaknesses of
instructor.
the instructor
Comment on
strengths and
The course itself helped reinforce the concepts of calculus while also teaching us more about the applications of the class.
weaknesses of
the course
Comment on
strengths and
weaknesses of
They helped reinforce the material very well.
the lab (if
applicable)
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Yes.

-------Justin was an extremely good teacher, he was very clear in his teaching and always repeated himself if information was
unclear. It was extremely refreshing to have a teacher that made it abundantly clear what was expected, and exactly what
types of information was to be on the test. Probably the best math teacher I've ever had.
The course needs some help, there is no point in the maples, most students either don't do them, or have people who know
what there doing do them. The teachers don't like them, neither do the students. Justin's class was in witherspoon cinima,
what a terrible decision by the math dept to have a class in there. It is extremely difficult to learn with the teacher not
having access to a whiteboard.
-------the instructor is really amazing in the way he explains math concepts. Plus, he adds his own sense of math in the topics we
cover in class. Meaning, he offers different perspectives of one topics.

The course was held on a theater which made it so hard to pay attention and even more harder to stay awake.
-------He was enthusiastic! He always tried to help!

Helped us gain a better understanding of what we had done in class and occasionally help ease us into a subject we would
start next class.
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yes, because he goes out of his way to help us; he knows it is a difficult class and is nothing sort of supporting and
helpful; he genuinely cares if we pass or not.

-------He really explained the material well and the background of the material. There are mostly engineers in the class and he
told us how the different topics would be used in the field.
-------Need to do more examples in class
-------Dr. Webster, or Justin, as he preferred to be called, was great. He is very knowledgeable, very passionate, and very willing
to help students, obviously trying his hardest to help us succeed. Some people complain that he focuses too much on
conceptual stuff and not enough examples, but he believes that by understanding something at the most abstract level,
you understand the concept that much better and I tend to agree. Also, I had a great recitation TA who did plenty of
examples, so this was a fantastic supplement to the class. Justin also took his time explaining the material, which was good
because he was able to explain it very well. However, due to this and because we missed a few days due to snow, we were
unable to get to the last few days of material - specifically Taylor polynomials and binomial series. Hopefully this is not
extremely important for Calculus III.
The course was organized pretty well. With a great recitation TA, the class was basically extended from three to five days
a week, and you got to see the material explained in lecture, and plenty of examples in a smaller seetting in recitation. The
only thing I will say is that there was a LOT of material, and because we missed a few days due to snow, we were unable
to get to the last few days of material - specifically Taylor polynomials and binomial series. Hopefully this is not
extremely important for Calculus III. The WebAssigns were tough but both Justin and Mary were willing to help answer
questions about them. The textbook was required but I opened it maybe three times in the semester. It was very difficult to
read and learn from, but luckily I didn’t need to. Another really important thing was the location of the class. For some
reason, someone thought it was a good idea to put a Calculus class in the Witherspoon cinema, and this was an absolutely
terrible place for it. The room is just so big, and the class wasn’t that huge. Also, there’s no whiteboard or anything, so
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Justin had to write on paper and use a document camera to project it, which wasn’t the worst thing ever but he was not
used to it and having a white board is just so much better. Overall, this should absolutely be avoided at all costs. A
mathematics should be in an actual lecture hall next time. The location of the recitation, in a small lecture room with a
whiteboard, was much, much better.
-------He has a great understanding of materials. Was good at explaining things in class. Was better than my previous calculus
teachers because of his step by step explanations. Created a friendly environment between professor and students.

Course moved really fast.
I have taken Calculus with many other teachers he was the best at explaining.

Yes I would because he uses good vocabulary and is able to create understanding after one class on topics. Also he
teaches in a larger auditorium but it didn't feel as if I were in a class of 100 plus students.

-------One weakness with Dr. Webster is that he sometimes can be too conceptual. Sometimes I needed to see a problem
worked out instead of just being taught the concept behind it.
Dr. Webster was a great professor. He told was very honest with us about how difficult the course would be and what type
of problems would be on the exams. He was able to explain tough concepts in an easy to understand way. He was also
able to answer any questions anyone had.

Yes, made calc 2 a very simple and enjoyable class. Not many professors ca make such a difficult class fun.
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-------Very talkative, friendly, and approachable
-------Dr. Webster was a very good teacher. He explained the information and was fair in grading and with assignments. I
learned a lot from having him as a professor. One of my best professors so far.
-------Dr.Webster is the best math teacher I've ever had. He is very good at explaining problems in multiple ways (algebraic,
geometric, and through graphing), which helped me out a ton. He is also extremely motivated to teach calculus to students
and he is very helpful during office hours. His weakness is that he will not be teaching here next semester.

Yes, Dr.Webster is very motivated to teach his students calculus. He is extremely enthusiastic about each topic and he
always makes sure that students are following what he is explaining during his office hours.

-------The instructor stuck to the syllabus and was very clear about what he needed from the students, which is very nice. He
spoke very clearly and often stopped for questions.
For the love of sanity, please do not host a calculus class in the witherspoon cinema or anything like it ever again. Notes
can be hard to read and it can be hard to communicate. Snow days took a toll on the pace of the course. More time could
have been spent on the basics of differential equations.
--------
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Not only is Justin a very well knowledgeable mathematics professor, he is just a great person overall. His positive
personality really made the class enjoyable. He is also very approachable and is more than willing to help out if any
student has any problem or issue of any kind.
The course was very fair in terms of difficulty; however it is somewhat frustrating that our lecture section was "behind"
due to snow-caused lecture cancellations.

Recitation was super helpful in helping me get a grasp on the content from class.

Lecture was just a pleasant environment to be in. Except that the room needed some getting used to (Witherspoon Movie
Theater).

Would you like
to nominate your
Yes, because Justin is one of those professors who are extremely knowledgeable on the course material, and his
instructor for an
personality and teaching methods allow for the best learning for students. Additionally, he is very approachable and is
Outstanding
always more than willing to help students with issues or concerns.
Teacher Award?
If yes, why?
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Response
Dr Webster was excellent at presenting complex topics in a clear and understandable way, and helping students with
problems when they were stuck, while at the same time not giving away the answer. His sense of humor and obvious
enthusiasm about mathematics kept the subject from being dry or boring, and he always made sure to explain the practical
applications of the concepts we were learning.
Yes, I would. Dr. Webster explained topics extremely well, walked through example problems in class clearly and
concisely, and was very helpful outside of class and in office hours. He also was keen to make sure we understood the
derivations of the equations we were working with rather than pulling them out of thin air, and kept things interesting with
explanations of the practical applications of the concepts we were learning (and a sense of humor). Overall, I think he is
an excellent teacher and I only wish he taught Calculus III, so that I could be in his class next semester as well.
-------Strength funny smart and entertaining Weakness sometimes explained things in a confusing way

strength interesting weakness very difficult
great teacher hard class but thankfully I had a great teacher to teach it
-------Dr. Webster is cool and a great teacher at the same time! He really does a great job of making the information accessible
to students.

Course was fine; I don't think the enrichment assignments were all that helpful. The first one was a nice challenge that
pushed me as a student. The two papers were a little tedious, and I'm not sure how they developed me.
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Yes. He's outstanding.

-------Very good instructor. Explained where concepts came from and simplified everything so it was easier to understand.
-------Justin is a really good teacher, he explains things well and if there is an issue, he tries to solve it.

It picks up too quickly. Its easy and then gets really hard and dense all at once

Yes. He is the ideal professor

-------I highly recommend Dr. Webster's course to anyone thinking of taking his course. He is phenomenal and helps his
students understand the course from the very foundation of math.
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Yes, Dr. Webster teaches Calculus II as if we were sitting beside Newton as he was coming up with it's workings,
showing how and why each part of the work is important, immersing the student in the beautifully finite and infinite
world of math.
-------He explains where concepts are derived from so that we aren't only memorizing formulas, and he is so engaging with the
class. He has no weaknesses.

The course was great, but Maple was not helpful at all.

He is the best teacher of any math I have ever had, and I wish I could take another course from him!
Yes, he explains concepts by starting from their derivation so that the application is truly understood. Also, he is never
Would you like annoyed by students asking petty questions but rather sounds encouraged that he can help clear up a confusion for them.
to nominate your Whenever a difficult question is asked, he gives thoughtful answers and often encourages students to think in that way.
instructor for an His office hours are always full of great conversations that really make you think, and he loves presenting problems that
Outstanding
will challenge students and assure they know the material. While tedious, the enrichment activities he had us do were very
Teacher Award? helpful and thought provoking. It was fascinating to research outside of the class and have to struggle over what seemed to
If yes, why?
be an easily solved problem. I'm so glad I had him as a teacher, and he really encouraged my growth in the field of
mathematics.
--------------Comment on
strengths and
The style of teaching conceptually only works for some, but many people got lost in the class because few god examples
weaknesses of
were shown
the instructor
Comment on
strengths and
Overcomplicated simple concepts which confused many students
weaknesses of
the course
---------------
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The instructor was friendly, knowledgeable, and passionate about what he taught, making the class enjoyable. By
presenting us with detailed explanations for the mathematical concepts were were learning, he helped expand the way I
think about math and its applications and made the class very interesting. It was clear that he not only wanted us to learn
calculus, but he wanted us to be intrigued by it as well. He also had a good sense of humor and frequently joked around
with the class, making class time entertaining and making it easy to talk to him outside of class. Furthermore, the structure
Comment on
of the class was very relaxed, encouraging participation and asking questions during class. He was always very responsive
strengths and
and helpful whenever I emailed him with questions, and he was always more than willing to dedicate time to helping his
weaknesses of
students, including me, outside of class, even outside of office hours. Some students complained that he spent too much
the instructor
time explaining the concepts behind what we were learning rather than providing us with examples during class time. I,
however, disagree with this nor would I see it as a flaw. I thought his explanations were integral to fully understanding
the material, and he provided us with ample practice problems from the book each week in order to give us various
examples. If people felt as though they were not getting enough practice, they were most likely not putting in enough
effort outside of class. Overall, I thought he was an excellent professor.
The course was challenging but manageable, and it was not difficult to succeed if you kept up with the homework and
webassigns. My professor explained the course material very well, and I felt that I learned a lot throughout the course.
Comment on
The tests were difficult enough that they accurately reflected what the students had learned but they were not so long or
strengths and
complicated that they were impossible to complete. I did not like the Maple assignments as I felt they were a waste of
weaknesses of
time and did not teach us any additional/useful mathematical skills. Furthermore, while the enrichment assignments were
the course
interesting, I was not a huge fan of them because I felt that they required an excessive amount of time for what they were
worth.
Other comments Overall, my experience with this course was very positive.
Would you like Yes, I would. He was extremely engaging, knowledgeable, and passionate about what he taught, in addition to being very
to nominate your interactive with the students. His level of interaction with the class made a class of about 100 feel much smaller. He gave
instructor for an detailed explanations of mathematical principles, enabling students to more fully understand the material, and he
Outstanding
encouraged us to think about mathematics creatively. His class was challenging, due in part to the nature of the course
Teacher Award? material, but his grading was fair, and he was very committed to helping his students succeed. See aforementioned
If yes, why?
strengths for further explanation.
--------------Comment on
He is easily my favorite math instructor ever, possibly my favorite professor period. He was just great. No complaints.
strengths and
His methods were excellent, he is a really nice person, everybody respects him, and I learned even the most complex
weaknesses of
material easily because he's so good at explaining things.
the instructor
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It was fine. Nothing stands out in particular.
Seriously, Webster is a really cool guy that doesn't afraid of anything.
Yes, because he is possibly the best professor I've ever had. He's very personable, really passionate about his subject, he
knows his subject very well, and he's just an all-around great guy. 10/10, would take any class from him again in the
future.
-------Dr. Justin Webster is an excellent teacher. He is is extremely precise and articulate when he teaches, and he is rigorous
with this mathematics. Everything he does is justified, and application is rarely separated from derivation. Even though
questions, his high aptitude and passion for mathematics wears off on students (at least, those who pay attention and care)
in every lecture. In addition to his teaching skills, he has a personable, unique, interesting character, which further
welcomes students to his helpful tutelage. Overall, he is an extremely effective teacher.
More frequent reminders of the big picture objectives of the task at hand would be helpful. These reminders can be very
short - less than 10 seconds.
-------The instructor was very good at teaching. He was always enthusiastic about things he was teaching and always encouraged
students to learn more than required. He answered students questions efficiently.

Yes. This was my first semester at NCSU, and he was by far, the greatest teacher I have had yet.

--------
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Justin Webster arguably falls as my favorite math teacher I have ever had. His energy in the classroom and ability to keep
students enthusiastic about a subject that can be quite boring is incredible. Even though the class is hard, Dr. Webster
does everything in his power to be understanding of students, helpful when possible, and informative in every manner. It
amazed me that in a class of 90 students where I had rarely spoken to him, he recognized me and stopped to chat while on
campus, giving me support and tips to do better in his class.
Other comments It is a shame Dr. Webster will be leaving because he would fit fantastically at NCSU.
Would you like
to nominate your
instructor for an
Yes, read above comment.
Outstanding
Teacher Award?
If yes, why?
--------------Comment on
The professor mostly explained problems and concepts with just variables and often did not do examples with actual
strengths and
numbers in them which made it difficult for me to remember what to plug in where when doing homework and attempting
weaknesses of
the tests. But the professor does add a large curve to test grades which is very helpful. The professor did have a great
the instructor
personality though and was very funny and entertaining.
--------------Comment on
Great professor! Very active and engaging teacher and really made learning the material more fun. Always kept class easy
strengths and
going instead of strict and answered basically every question thrown at him the best he could, or if it was something
weaknesses of
already in our notes, referred us back to them. If I could have had him for Calc 3, I would have chosen him.
the instructor
Comment on
strengths and
Good class, the 50 minute time period really worked for keeping me focused the entire time and the course material was
weaknesses of
challenging but not overly difficult.
the course
--------------The conceptual teaching style of this professor really encouraged students to wrap their heads around the whole topic
Comment on
rather than just doing computations that they would easily forget. This also is a very difficult style to adjust to and made
strengths and
the class much harder than any other calculus 2 courses offered here. The instructor made himself very approachable and
weaknesses of
available for his students questions. The enrichment assignments certainly did prove to enrich students understanding of
the instructor
calculus, but were very challenging and considering other classes did not have to complete anything similar, seemed
somewhat pointless.
Comment on
strengths and
weaknesses of
the instructor
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The rigid time schedule of this course made it difficult for the professor to spend more time on subjects that students
struggled with more.
-------Justin was a fantastic communicator and a superb teacher of the more complex concepts of the course (of which there are
many).
-------Best math teacher I've ever had

Good course, better teacher

Yes, he was excited about the mathematical insights we gained, and his interactivity made Calculus 2 my favorite class
ever. Not joking.

-------Justin was honestly the best teacher that I have ever had. I have heard dozens of horror stories from Calc II and based on
my experience, I can't believe them. I learned a ton from Justin and I don't think I have ever performed this well in a math
class. Thank you.
There was a lot of material that had to be taught in a short amount of time, so we had to fly through some topics. Calculus
was the single class that I truly enjoyed going to every day.
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Yes, Justin made it very easy to learn. He was enthusiastic and very fluent when teaching. Best teacher I have ever had.

-------Taught mostly theory behind math that were then never utilized. Could have either tested students on the theories or given
more problems to work together in class.
-------I mostly felt like he was talking over us in the classroom. Some of the things he assumed we knew and understood we had
never been directly taught. His tests were too long for the class period and were not an accurate representation of the
concepts we learned in class. He also gave crazy assignments and written papers due throughout the semester that took up
a lot of time we needed to be using for studying. The homework problems and suggested exercises were most of the time
too hard for us to figure out and when we did figure them out you see that they did not reflect what types of problems
were on the test.
None course is perfect.

No. I do not believe he has mastered his teaching in Calc II. He seems to still be learning his teaching style and skips
around in the ways he teaches.

-------Dr. Webster was an excellent professor who was active and engaging during the class and actually wanted to see students
outside of class. At the beginning of the course we began a little fast and it was hard to keep up with the pace, but Dr.
Webster accommodated our being mostly first-year students and slowed down explaining topic more en depth.
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The course was good, some areas were hard since they were like nothing seen in Calculus 1. It was a challenge, at the
start, getting use to the flow of college classes. One thing that was hard and I did not enjoy were the enrichment
assignments. I did not know how to write these assignments which made them hard to complete.

Yes, he was charismatic and intelligent instructor who listened to the class and made the course a good transition course.

-------SUCH A GOOD AND ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHER
-------Sometimes almost too smart, got very far ahead of himself and left students in the dust.

Why is a 4 credit hour class meeting 5 days a week.
-------Justin was obviously very excited to teach to us what he knew and wished that someone had told him when he was in our
position. The enrichment assignments that he gave really distracted me from learning the basics that were crucial to the
course. I would put an enormous amount of time into the enrichment assignments and felt as if I had no time to do the
webassigns or his suggested problems.

Yes, Justin was incredibly friendly and welcoming to students. He was genuinely excited about teaching us and trying to
pass on a love and excitement for the calculus he was teaching us and the philosophy and logic behind it.
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-------Did not explain material well, notes were extremely difficult to follow along and basically useless when it came to
studying for the exam. Nice professor, just not good at teaching material and "dumbing" it down enough to make it so
students who aren't geniuses in math can understand. Compared to other classes exams, exams were much more difficult
and felt more SAT like which we shouldn't be graded on our test taking strategy skills, but rather our skills in calculus.
Other classes were allowed to use calculators on exams, therefore I think we should have been allowed to, just for simple
calculations to double check our work rather than wasting time trying to add numbers in our head when once again you
should be testing us on our calculus skills not how well we have trig memorized.
Worse math class I have ever taken. I am a hard worker, and this isn't my first calculus class at state. No matter how hard
I studied or did extra work out of class and no matter how well I felt I knew the material didn't matter. When it came to
test time everything I learned was thrown out the window and the material on the exam was extremely more difficult than
any of the problem we had seen thus far.
-------He was my only instructor who could teach. Every other instructor was just some one to tell me what to teach myself.
Though I could never get as excited about math as Justin could he did manage to make the course interesting and make it
feel like what we were learning mattered and had real world application.

Yes. He was my only instructor who could teach. Every other instructor was just some one to tell me what to teach
myself. Though I could never get as excited about math as he could he did manage to make the course interesting and
make it feel like what we were learning mattered and had real world application.
-------Time devotion to students was great! When rushing through material, please remember the not so intelligent students of
the class.

Needs a recitation time every week to see if one truly knows material and can ask for help from teacher or TA immediately
--------
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I dropped this class.
-------He is very passionate about the material which was refreshing to see. However, he tends to focus more on what is
interesting to him and may briefly cover material that ends up on the test. This has made his test very difficult for me
although I feel like I understand the material.

Very focused on concepts and little practice on computations is done in class.
-------He is a very solid teacher. He knows the material very well and teaches math in a more relatable way sometimes telling
back round stories to keep us entertained. He also is very good at dealing with students in office hours or after class for a
bit.
-------Very good teacher overall.

Course was difficult.

Yes, because he was a great teacher and made an hard class bearable.

--------
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Strengths: Overall, amazing teacher. Well versed in all things math (including calculus) and usually explained things very
well. Dr. Webster is always willing to help in office hours and through email and really tries to help. I can tell that he is
passionate what he talks about and what he teaches. Weaknesses: Only one weakness. Dr. Webster is so smart that
sometimes he glosses over small things that help me connect and solidify the material. However, this is only a minor
detail and not very important.
Comment on
Strengths: was every day so I never went a day without calculus, which helped solidify the material in my mind
strengths and
Weaknesses: Calculus every day (this helped more than hindered) but I wish they would balance the class a bit more. 50
weaknesses of
minutes for a math class is not enough time. I think it would be better if it were four or three days a week with a longer
the course
block of time so the train of thought doesn't get interrupted.
Even though I won't be at the university next semester, I will be sad to never have Dr. Webster as a teacher again! Even
Other comments
though I hate math, he somehow made it interesting.
Yes! Dr. Justin Webster was an outstanding teacher. He not only is dedicated to his work, but he is dedicated to his
Would you like
students. It seemed like he helped me at the beginning of the semester every day until I caught up with the rest of the
to nominate your
students with integration. He never once made me feel stupid for asking a question (even if I already should have learned
instructor for an
it), and he was very supportive in open discussions about related mathematical topics. He encouraged not just learning,
Outstanding
but exploration in his class. Even though annoying, his enrichment assignments helped me understand the applications of
Teacher Award?
the subjects we were learning, not just "plug and chug" formulas. Not everyone could pull off going as fast-paced as him
If yes, why?
and still have the core understanding in your head by the end of the lecture.
--------------Comment on
strengths and
Great calc professor
weaknesses of
the instructor
--------------Comment on
Justin brought a great sense of enthusiasm and energy to the classroom. He explained material in a way that captured the
strengths and
importance of the topic and the relevance of it to the world outside of the classroom. His explanations were thorough, and
weaknesses of
he made sure to fully address any questions in class. One of his best qualities was his ability to include students in the
the instructor
lecture and teach based off of the overall response of the students, rather than just lecture blankly.
The enrichment activities assigned were actually quite helpful in the sense of gaining a deeper understanding of the
Comment on
material. Justin did a good job of assigning these with various options of topics, each with a brief explanation to give a
strengths and
hint about the subject. However, it may have been beneficial for Justin to go over the different topics for the enrichment
weaknesses of
assignments in class, to give a better initial understanding for students. Though I thought the assignments were beneficial
the course
to my understanding of the material in the end, they were difficult to begin at times.
Comment on
strengths and
weaknesses of
the instructor
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I really enjoyed this class. Math is a favorite subject of mine, and Justin made it very exciting and enjoyable to come to
class.
Yes. Justin has an incredible sense of enthusiasm for his subject, and that translates well to his students. As a freshman, I
was nervous about coming into college and feeling alone in the large classrooms. However, Justin was extremely
approachable, and even in the lecture setting he was able to address the questions of students and get everyone involved in
the material. His class was interesting, and also very fun. He cares about the needs of his students and does a great job of
ensuring that everyone learns the material successfully.
-------Strength: very passionate and energetic about lectures. Weakness: very abstract and vague about a lot of topics. He
sometimes made assumptions about what students knew. He also should've done more in class examples.

Maple and Webassign are rarely relevant to the in class lectures and topics.
Dr. Webster did a great job relating to students by talking to us before his lectures.
-------Strengths: Made class entertaining and enjoyed teaching. Effectively taught material. Kept class well informed.
Weaknesses: Should have done more examples, even if that means spending a little less time on concepts.

Strengths: Did not feel like an overwhelming amount of new calculus.
-------Explains things well and knows what he is talking about but sometimes it goes over the head of the average student with
the speed of which he goes through the material.
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course was good. i mean theres not much you can say about the material of a math course.

yes. hes good with students and he is outstanding considering how many years hes been teaching

-------He was very enthusiastic about teaching and making sure that his students not only understood how to do the required
material but why it works the way it did. Overall his class was one of my favorites because he made an effort to show the
students the material in a way that they could learn and understand instead of simply regurgitate
I don't like how the beginning review is so crammed full of material. It is hard for anyone coming in to handle that
because not all teachers put an emphasis on what is being covered

Yes, I would like to because more than any other teacher I have had he made an effort that went above and beyond what
was expecred

-------Dr. Webster was excellent at explaining course material and was generally a great lecturer. I also appreciated his
willingness to make appointments outside of office hours, willingness to answer homework questions via email, and very
quick email responses.
--------
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Dr. Webster is very helpful to students and understands the material extremely well. He does a good job of explaining
most concepts but sometimes I would like more examples done in lecture instead of just conceptual topics. Overall, he is
a great teacher!

Yes, he cares about students, understands course material extremely well and is always there to help you if you're open to
it.

-------Strengths: Professor Webster is one of the best professors I have ever had. He's great! As cheesy as this may sound but,
he really influenced me and opened my eyes to many things I was doing doing. He was not only helpful when it came to
calculus, but he helped me with managing my time and study habits. His class was really fun too. I would feel really bad
any day I miss his class, it's so much fun and interesting. He explained the material well. He was sometimes hard on us,
but not too hard. He would just make us study more and put more effort, which is in the end of the day, to our benefit.
However, the ONLY tiny thing that I did not like about his teaching is that he sometimes skips over basic stuff, and that
might not be his fault that some of the students had bad calculus 1 teachers. Also, as an international student, sometimes
it's hard for me to keep up with the vocab of mathematical terms he uses. That might not be his fault eaither, but he can
take that into consideration next time. Overall, he's a TRUE teacher.

Comment on
strengths and
I have no comments on the course. Dr. Webster made me really like it though.
weaknesses of
the course
Other comments Dr. Webster is the best, EVER!!
DEFINITELY. I actually always thought of Dr. Webster as someone who will stand out as a teacher after a few years of
teaching. He's is super super intelligent and he know what's he doing, and he's very enthusiastic about Math! He loves
Math and that shows in the way he teaches. He is SOOOO helpful during office hours and any other time. I took
appointments so many times to discuss grades and for Math questions and he was very welcoming. He was very
Would you like
supportive when he saw that I changed my habits which even made me feel good about myself and my performance.
to nominate your
During his class, and probably that is the only class that I thought that it's okay to not get an A because I was learning so
instructor for an
much. He is a little hard on students, but not too hard. He's only hard to the extent that would make them become better
Outstanding
students/people. He's very fair with grades. He's a great teacher/person. He's very inspiring and influential. He has a great
Teacher Award?
personality. He is incredibly funny and even though he's professor, we (his students) always felt that he was somehow
If yes, why?
close to us and yet we still had a normal teacher/student relationship. He also made us do enrichment assignments which I
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sometimes did not like doing (students usually don't like extra work assigned by professors) but they were very
interesting and they added so much to my knowledge. I'm very glad I had him as a teacher. If I ever became a teacher
(which might not really happen), I would definitely be something like Dr. Webster.
-------Sometimes unorganized to class, his teaching seems spontaneous, ex. homework that he assigns in the last minute of class
when a problem we are working on is not finished by the class as a whole. His strengths are that he teaches well, answers
questions so that we can understand them, encourages participation, and is very friendly with the students.
The course is very different from that of a high school setting. I've seen many new areas I'm extremely unfamiliar with and
the pace of the class is extremely fast.

Yes, he is a very approachable professor who is more than willing to help anyone and deserves such a nomination.

-------I felt that Mr. webster did a very good job at teaching the concepts to us taking the time to properly describe how a
mechanic works and giving proper examples to see how it works.

I believe that while the course can be a little bit tricky it was quite easy to understand once you got the hang of it.
I felt Mr. webster did a very good job teaching given that he just started doing this.
-------Justin Webster explained his material well and thoroughly. He was helpful throughout the course and overall one of my
favorite math teachers I've ever had. He was a nice alternative to the common high level math teacher, and was more
down to earth than most. It is clear to see he really loves what he teaches. One issue I had was that you can't really see
what your grade is until around the end with his method. Not a very big issue overall.
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It is a calculus course...never fun. I don't know what this section is really asking since I already evaluated my teacher. The
course was made better by the teaching methods of Mr. Webster. I took better notes in this class than I ever have before.
My grades should not be a reflection of the teacher or course, its my own fault.

Yes, he has been the only high level math teacher that I have liked or learned well from in years. He loves his work and
does it very well. He is well liked by the class and myself and I believe he is an outstanding teacher.

-------Best math teacher I've ever had. I've heard a general consensus from people that they overall wanted to do well because
the teacher was so enthused about the subject. Truly wants students to do well and knows his stuff.

The course in general was made to be hard and I truly think that I learned a great deal from it.
I enjoyed this math class more than any I have taken previously. Definitely put things into real world terms and
application.

Would you like
to nominate your
instructor for an Yes, I have often struggled with feeling confident in math and even though I had to work very hard for once I feel like I
Outstanding
completely understood the subject matter and enjoyed it.
Teacher Award?
If yes, why?
--------------Dr. Webster was an excellent instructor. He was very enthusiastic about the material, and he always did a great job of not
Comment on
only teaching the necessary info, but also fully explaining why something is what it is. This greatly helped with my
strengths and
learning experience. I enjoyed his personality and sense of humor, though I can imagine his type of humor could possibly
weaknesses of
be offensive to some people (never in a racial or discriminatory way). At times it was evident that he was frustrated, but in
the instructor
general he did a good job of "taming" his frustration and not allowing it to become rude or offensive.
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I dislike how this course is micromanaged across all of the sections of the course. Different classes move at different
paces and making EVERYONE'S homework assignments the same isn't a very effective strategy. I feel that instructors
should be made aware of the topics which should be covered, but that everything else should be decided by the instructor
on an individual basis. Maple also seemed to be an unnecessary and undesirable component of this course. It didn't
contribute anything to my understanding or knowledge of the course material, and computing via Maple isn't a skill that
many academic/research disciplines use; the majority of people in the class won't be using Maple at any point in their
academic or professional careers, but will instead be using Matlab or another more practical computing program.

No.

-------I took Calculus 2 in high school and had a very good teacher (he taught at Carolina). However, Dr. Webster proved to be
a much more efficient teacher. He taught at an applicable pace, and was very helpful when I struggled early on in the
course. He explained series and work problems very effectively, and made the class feel important.
The course did not, in my opinion, spend enough time covering engineering based problems. Other than that, the course
showed no weaknesses.
Great professor.
-------Strengths- he was really funny and interesting, he told math stories that were interesting and relevant to the course, he
shared real applications for calculus and explained the significance of the topics we learned, he was really good at
answering questions (no matter how stupid), he broke topics down well Weaknesses- he didn't always manage the short
class time as well as he could have, a lot of times we would end in the middle of a problem and we wouldn't go back to it
Strengths- there were a lot of topics that were actually relevant to real life Weaknesses- there wasn't enough time to go in
depth on certain topics, some of the topics were boring and irrelevant to the course
--------
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He explained concepts very well.
-------Helpful and knowledgeable, capable of explaining the material effectively.

Needlessly overcomplicated and condensed, utilizes uncoordinated means which do not present a unified view of the
material.

Yes, he was able to make a subject that I previously felt was antagonistic appear both extremely relevant and
comprehensible.

-------Was very enthusiastic when teaching the class and made class entertaining at times. He was very good at answering
student's questions. I liked how he made notes very clear by writing up almost everything up on the board. Though, I do
wish he did more examples on the topics we were covering because a lot of the homework's we had were difficult to
complete. Overall, I think Justin is a great gu and decent professor.
-------He was excellent, but the exams could really be less confusing.

Too much Maple and WebAssign
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Yes!!!! He is very passionate and very funny. Knows the material well and professes it really well.

-------I sometimes felt that concepts were explained in a complicated way when they could have easily been put in simpler
terms. I am aware that these concepts are not supposed to be easy to understand, but I did feel that a lot of things were
over complicated.

-------Webster effectively engaged the students into wanting to learn the subject material. By focusing on a conceptual
understanding than a rote memorization, I found I was able to retain more material and knowledge of the subject matter.
Comment on
The areas where I became lost or disengaged I could easily sort my way through it to understand the material on my own
strengths and
based on the base understanding Webster provided. He was more than willing to help in areas in which students were
weaknesses of
struggling and answered student's questions exceptionally well. Webster also engaged with students well. People feel
the instructor
comfortable around him which allows students to feel more comfortable going to him to ask questions on topics they do
not understand.
The course's Maple assignments were the weakest part of the course. They did not contribute to understanding of the
Comment on
material; their only true benefit was teaching me how to use Maple as a specialized calculator for the course; however,
strengths and
there are many online resources available to do the same processes as Maple that I felt it was unnecessary to use as a
weaknesses of
calculator. The hardest part of using Maple was using Maple and that should lend itself to being more of a nuisance than
the course
an aid.
Other comments Get rid of Maple.
Would you like
to nominate your
Yes. The teacher made learning Calculus fun and engaging, an idea that many people find nonsensical or foreign. He
instructor for an
made it easy to understand course material and easy to figure out material on my own that I would have otherwise not
Outstanding
understood.
Teacher Award?
If yes, why?
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Response
Best professor/teacher I have had so far. Justin was always prepared and very enthusiastic about the subject he was
teaching. He was always ready to answer questions and would do an excellent job of answering questions. He was
straightforward about what he wanted the students to learn and take away from the curriculum, which made navigating
the course much easier.
The course itself was rather challenging but with the right professor, I was able to power through.

Absolutely. Justin was very passionate about the course and its content and did an excellent job of teaching the material
while maintaining a great learning environment.

-------Strengths: Very willing to meet with students, treats everyone with respect, gives good explanations. Weakness: Notes
sometimes hard to follow.

Weakness: Course is too hard.
-------He made a difficult subject easier to understand and helped a lot

Yes. His teaching style made the subject matter very understandable and he seems very passionate about what he does
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-------Justin Webster is a great teacher! very receptive, knowledgeable, and excited to teach the subject. no weaknesses

grueling but needed.

Yes! Justin was involved with his classes and was great during office hours! He had high expectations for the class and
individual students, but was a very understanding teacher. He had a very clear way of explaining things and kept the
class as interesting as possible. great teacher.
-------YESY

YES
YES
Absolutely! Justin is a wonderful instructor who understands what he teaches and is full capable of communicating new
content to his students in terms that they can understand. He is also very understanding of student lifestyles with regards
to class, exam, or project conflicts and assists them in learning what is needed when they return.
--------
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The instructor's strength is very logic in the class.

Yes. The instructor is very enthusiastic in the class and the office hour.

-------Extremely passionate guy and he was very interesting too. He is very intelligent. He made it a class I looked forward to
going to and I would gladly have him teach me calculus again if I could. Definitely my best teacher of the semester.
-------He is very knowledgeable about Calculus and was a very good instructor.

The course itself is taught weird. As an engineering major, it would be more beneficial to me to understand the
computational side of calculus, rather than than the concepts behind it. For a math major, I can understand why it is
taught conceptually, but not for an engineer.

It would have been more beneficial to make the test where more than just a few students could finish them in the allotted
time. The test questions were so long, there was no way for me to show I knew the information for all the questions.
--------------The instructor was extremely good at teaching the information. He was very good at explaining things clearly while
taking the harder topics slower. He knew which topics students typically found more challenging and adequately spent
more time explaining those. Yet, his explanations were concise so we didn't fall behind in the amount of material we
Comment on
were supposed to covered. He had full mastery of the material so he could answer, and answer well, all questions that
strengths and
were asked. Each class he had enthusiasm for the material he was teaching so even if student weren't enthralled with the
weaknesses of the material (which typically occurred in Calculus 2), he made a strong effort to get them to see the importance of learning it
instructor
and its applications for the students in the future. The instructor was also very welcoming for student with questions in
Other comments
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his office hours. Lastly, the instructor understood the amount of work student have and did not assign unnecessary
assignments; he kept his tests challenging and hard, yet not insurmountably difficult as to where no students would pass.
I believe he had a fair system of assigning grades.
The design of math courses in general could be improved a little. The process of mandated Maple assignments I believe
Comment on
is superfluous. They don't fully coordinate with what we're learning in class and because they are graded online, they are
strengths and
very specific in the syntax with which the answer is entered. This takes away from the process of learning the material
weaknesses of the
when the computer is so focused on the syntax that a correct answer could be graded incorrect simply because it is
course
entered wrong.
I would like to nominate my instructor, Justin Webster, for an Outstanding Teacher Award. The instructor was extremely
good at teaching the information. He was very good at explaining things clearly while taking the harder topics slower. He
knew which topics students typically found more challenging and adequately spent more time explaining those. Yet, his
Would you like to
explanations were concise so we didn't fall behind in the amount of material we were supposed to covered. He had full
nominate your
mastery of the material so he could answer, and answer well, all questions that were asked. Each class he had enthusiasm
instructor for an
for the material he was teaching so even if student weren't enthralled with the material (which typically occurred in
Outstanding
Calculus 2), he made a strong effort to get them to see the importance of learning it and its applications for the students
Teacher Award? If
in the future. The instructor was also very welcoming for student with questions in his office hours. Lastly, the instructor
yes, why?
understood the amount of work student have and did not assign unnecessary assignments; he kept his tests challenging
and hard, yet not insurmountably difficult as to where no students would pass. I believe he had a fair system of assigning
grades.
--------------Comment on
strengths and
Justin Webster was an excellent teacher for this course because he was able to explain concepts in an understandable
weaknesses of the manner. Additionally, he was very open for questions and interaction within the classroom and during office hours.
instructor
--------------Comment on
strengths and
No weaknesses I had a great time in his class
weaknesses of the
instructor
Comment on
strengths and
The course could use a starting point that is standardized
weaknesses of the
course
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Yes because not only was he clear with the material he connects well with his students

-------The instructor was able to break down a very difficult topic into something managable.

Maple and Webassign is awful. The time spent trying get the green check or a perfect score on maple would be better
spent actually learning the material.

Yes. I was terrified of MA241 and with help of the instructor I've managed to excel.

-------Very energetic and excited when presenting material, keeps the student interested.

Very enthusiastic about the field of mathematics and encourages outside exploration and research.

--------
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Dr Webster was able to successfully convey the lessons efficiently through the lectures.

Very knowledgeable

Yes, because he knows how to convey the ideas to his students

-------Dr. Webster was very enthusiastic about the material. He was receptive to questions over email; he sent me a helpful
mini-lecture when I asked about something that confused me. He understood that a lot of us were freshmen and helped
us transition into normal college life.

The Maple assignments weren't fun. They frustrated me greatly. It feels unfair; so many students just get the homework
answers from their friends. I tried going to SAS to get help with them, but the tutors there seemed busy with something
else. Is the tutor schedule accurate? The Maple program itself isn't very user friendly. My work would get undone at
seemingly random points. The e-grader for those assignments is broken; there is at least one assignment where you can
get partial credit for submitting an empty worksheet. My suggestions would be to integrate Maple sessions into the
course's schedule. Or make it so that the Maple assignments are worth 3% of your final grade instead of 6%.
--------------I am not exaggerating, he is the best math teacher I have ever had. First of all he have a great respect and care for all the
Comment on
students. He is very enthusiastic about what he is teaching to the degree that, by the time, you become enthusiastic too.
strengths and
He does not make the lecture boring, and his continues comments about the history of mathematics and the related
weaknesses of the
concepts of the course helps in keeping the lecture interesting most of the time. If I have the choice, I will take every
instructor
single course that he teach.
Comment on
strengths and
weaknesses of the
course
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Yes. I am not exaggerating, he is the best math teacher I have ever had. First of all he have a great respect and care for
all the students. He is very enthusiastic about what he is teaching to the degree that, by the time, you become enthusiastic
too. He does not make the lecture boring, and his continues comments about the history of mathematics and the related
concepts of the course helps in keeping the lecture interesting most of the time. If I have the choice, I will take every
single course that he teach.

-------Justin was amazing! He was definitely a hard teacher, don't get me wrong, but he provided many resources and tips on
Comment on
how to be successful. He is great at explaining things, though he could slow down a bit when he talks. He genuinely
strengths and
cares that his students do well, and it is sooo hard to find a professor like that, especially in math courses. He was always
weaknesses of the enthusiastic about the course, and even happy to teach the most boring topics. His enthusiasm helped make the class a
instructor
little less boring, but I'm sorry it is inevitable to get bored and tired of a class that meets everyday. Anyways, I definitely
enjoyed having him as a teacher, and I wish he was teaching Calc 3 because I love his teaching style!
The course is definitely fast paced. It's hard to keep up, and you're pretty much screwed if you fall behind a little. I
Comment on
HATE how the class meets everyday. Like seriously, does the math department not understand that meeting everyday
strengths and
makes it very hard for a student to want to come to class. And I wanted to do well in this class, but after a while hearing
weaknesses of the
about how to anti-differentiate, or how a spring oscillates on a daily basis becomes emotionally draining. But at least I
course
had a good teacher to make up for it.
Other comments Justin is great! He is definitely getting good reviews on rate my professor haha!!
Would you like to
Yes! Justin was amazing as I already stated above. He is great at explaining things, he cares about his student's success,
nominate your
he provides many resources to succeed, he keeps himself available throughout the day in case you have questions. He
instructor for an
has a fairly funny personality, and he is very approachable. I have never had a professor that I can really say I loved, but
Outstanding
I can definitely say that about this professor. He was great and Calculus 2 is the devil itself, but he made learning a
Teacher Award? If
VERY hard subject a little more bearable.
yes, why?
--------------Comment on
strengths and
Dr. Webster has a dislike for leaving anything taught in class without justification, and this is highly favorable when
weaknesses of the teaching a subject that uses a lot of abstract concepts to explain mathematical phenomena.
instructor
Would you like to
nominate your
Yes. There are some professors that are fun to be around but don't know the material they are teaching, and there are
instructor for an
others who have intimate knowledge of their subject but are the worst at explaining it. Dr. Webster is one of the few
Outstanding
individuals that strikes the perfect harmony between the two: both approachable and knowledgeable.
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individuals that strikes the perfect harmony between the two: both approachable and knowledgeable.
-------Great teacher, really understood the material and could put it into ways that I could understand.

Too much material, not enough time.
-------Instructor more than enthusiastic about the course and material. This is key to learning in my opinion. While some
lectures were a bit rushed at times and the material wasn't always clear, the instructor always had office hours to explain
concepts and a good amount of review was done in following lectures.
Webassign and maple fail to help on tests. It feels as if one thing is taught in lecture but then required homework has
nothing to do with what will be on the test. Teacher should have more control over homework so that the course can be
consistent. If anything, Webassign distracted me from studying for my exams. Maple is pretty much in the same boat
here.
TA's were very difficult to understand sometimes...
Yes, mostly because of how enthusiastic he is about calculus and learning in general. Logic lectures were interesting
even while they weren't required. If the teacher is into the material, the students have a much easier time getting into it
themselves.
-------Strengths: Justin was a very good instructor. He was enthusiastic and did what he could to make the material as
interesting as possible. He's very approachable and fair. Weaknesses: nothing about his teaching, because he always took
the time to answer questions and explained material very well, but I wish he didn't refer to himself in the third person
quite so much. It's picky, I know.
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Weaknesses: Maple. It's a nuisance and I don't learn anything from it.

Yes. Justin cares a lot about how his students are learning and he genuinely wants all of his students to do well, and he
goes out of his way to try and make that a reality. And as stated above, he's very approachable and understanding, and he
puts some focus on making the material not as boring as it is.
-------best instructor

Best course
-------Good teacher. He focused maybe too much on the concepts and less on applications. It would have been nice to do more
practice problems during class. Also, the homework should probably be mandatory. Havy some homework quizzes every
few week or so.
-------He is an excellent teacher who loves mathematics. He loves to translate his knowledge to others, and that is why he is the
best there is.

The course is very challenging.
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Yes, his love for mathematics resonates off of him. He makes things so clear, and is very receptive to students. He is
young, so he understands the expectations of college students. He uses those expectations to teach to his full potential.

-------Justin pretty much blew my mind everyday. He got me to appreciate calculus and math because you could tell his
enthusiasm and love for mathematics. He was very fair and understanding from a students perspective as well. Can you
teach my calc three class?

read above

Yes, he has a passion for math and enjoys teaching students by sharing his vast array of knowledge. My friends and I
would joke about what crazy thing he was going to talk about and teach us each day. He wanted his pupils to share his
passion and now I do. I would take another class by him if I could.
-------Strengths: Gave uniquely helpful ways to understand material. 'Think of it this way too' was good for me who'd taken a
crash course in this in hs. Good at using the period for material over repetitive examples. Weaknesses: X/(not long
enough to find them out)
Strengths: no Weaknesses: fire the guy who came up with putting the attendance quiz before break; fire satan. I was
personally effected by that
The informality is expected of someone Justin' age, but the giving a lot of craps even though I'm just here for research is
interesting--maybe even inspiring.
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Yes. Justin was an outsider who wasn't on Trackster, but he's proven himself to be enthusiastic about his work teaching.
I know I learned something in a way that combined truth and understandability. I liked his class but this response isn't
yet depending on how hard the final will be, so I still have to see on that.. ... . ...yeaah
-------Dr. Webster was an excellent teacher but besides giving a few suggested problems for the textbook there was not much
else to study for each test. There was a tremendous amount of yopics to cover but I wish he had done more examples
during lecture.
-------He was able to present each topic in a way that appealed to every student in the classroom despite their various
backgrounds. He made himself approachable and accessible outside the classroom. He also took into account the fields of
study of his class and used that to sculpt the content he would present.
The course was challenging enough to keep me engaged, but not overwhelming. There are plenty of resources offered to
keep from doing poorly in the class, and I would say I largely benefited from taking the course. The enrichment
exercises, however tedious, did help me expand my knowledge on the applications of mathematics.
-------Justin is a very effective teacher because he connects very well with students on a personal level (I.E. allowing us to call
him 'Justin') he explains material well, in a way that is understandable. the only complaint I have is I though his
enrichment assignments were too difficult, and weren't very useful or relevant to actual course material; working on them
didn't make me feel more prepared for tests, and therefore seemed superfluous.
extremely difficult material. homeworks were difficult to complete, especially Maple. oftentimes the correct answer
would be given, but Maple would still count it as incorrect. a different homework application should be found and
utilized, as it makes the class much more miserable than it should be. other than that, little room for complaint, as the
course is supposed to be fairly difficult, and there is no way around that.

yes, because despite the ridiculous difficulty of the material, Justin was able to explain it in a way that made it a little
easier to understand. also he is available to his students, and personable with them.
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-------Strength: Extremely enthusiastic with math and wants to get students more involved with math; injects awesome bits of
information that is interesting and not just cut and dry calculus. Weaknesses:

Maple is pointless.

I would like to nominate his for Outstanding Teacher Award because he is one of the few teachers who are actually
engaged in what he does and instill a welcoming and enthusiastic environment for his students.

-------The only weakness I can think of was that in the earlier lectures, Dr. Webster didn't work many examples using actual
numbers. Mostly just theory. But his lectures in the later half of the course were excellent. His tests are hard, but fair. His
tests do not try to overwhelm; merely, they check what I know. Overall, Justin was one of the best teachers I've ever
had.
Yes. Justin Webster has been a great first professor to have. He is extremely open to helping students, and knows and
explains the material well. He was the perfect balance of difficulty and helpfulness. His tests were fair, and I've learned a
lot from his teaching.
-------Good teacher, I'm just not a math person. Not a big fan of how the homework limited your number of tries. If I didn't get
something, instead of trying to learn it, I just searched Google for the right answer because I was almost out of tries and
didn't want to miss points. Then I didn't learn how to do it.
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Would you like to
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instructor for an
He's pretty good
Outstanding
Teacher Award? If
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--------------Professor Webster, or Justin as he asks us to call him, is by far my favorite professor I've had, possibly the best teacher
Comment on
I've ever had. He explains succinctly, working out useful examples in well-defined steps in a way that I wish every
strengths and
mathematics teacher would do. He encourages us to ask questions, answering them thoughtfully and in a way that is
weaknesses of the always helpful. His enthusiasm for the course material is unparalleled and inspiring, and the greatest thing about his
instructor
teaching is that he actively encourages learning and exploration of his subject, grading for knowledge, content, and effort
rather than simply a flat, all-or-nothing right or wrong.
Comment on
Calculus II, I've heard, is the most failed class at NCSU, and I see why. That course is really difficult, with a lot of
strengths and
course material that builds off of itself rapidly. Those who fall behind in Calc II are left behind, so it is to Justin's credit
weaknesses of the
that he paced the course well enough that we could spend enough time on difficult topics to learn the material thoroughly.
course
I cannot say how much I disliked mathematics before this semester, or how much I enjoyed this course due to Justin's
Other comments outstanding teaching. I actually have come to see mathematics in a better light, and though I doubt I will ever like it I
have now come to not actively hate it, which is more than I ever thought I would be able to say about it.
Justin's enthusiasm and dedication to truly having us develop an interest in Calculus was perhaps the most inspiring act
Would you like to of teaching I have ever seen, actually achieving every educator's dream of actually interesting students in their subject. I
nominate your
have never seen it done with mathematics before, and I think that that alone deserves an award. Of course, the fact that
instructor for an
he explained everything well, working out examples with clarity of thought and with an easy to follow logical process so
Outstanding
that we not only knew the theory behind the material, we could actually use it and apply it to do well on our exams.
Teacher Award? If Justin was always eager to help during office hours and willing to make appointments, and a growing handful of students
yes, why?
actually stayed and chatted with him before and after class about mathematics in general because he was so engaging and
fun to be around. Justin Webster is hands down my choice for an Outstanding Teacher Award.
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Assignments, tests, and written
work in the course reflected the
content and emphasis of the
course.

4.7

5.0

0.6

4.3

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Required readings/texts were
valuable.

3.8

4.0

0.8

3.9

4.0

1.1

4.1

4.0

1.0

Methods used for evaluating
student work were fair and
appropriate.

4.7

5.0

0.6

4.3

4.0

0.9

4.3

4.0

0.9

Feedback on graded
assignments was valuable.

4.7

5.0

0.6

4.1

4.0

1.0

4.2

4.0

1.0

I found this course intellectually
challenging and stimulating.

4.7

5.0

0.6

4.1

4.0

1.0

4.2

4.0

0.9

I have developed my skills and
knowledge.

4.7

5.0

0.6

4.0

4.0

1.1

4.2

4.0

0.9

Students were encouraged to
share knowledge and ideas.

4.5

5.0

0.6

3.8

4.0

1.1

4.3

5.0

0.9

This course increased my interest
in the subject.

4.1

4.0

0.8

3.2

3.0

1.3

3.9

4.0

1.2

The instructor showed
enthusiasm for teaching the
subject.

4.8

5.0

0.5

4.4

5.0

0.9

4.6

5.0

0.7

The instructor showed interest in
the learning and development of
the students.

4.8

5.0

0.5

4.2

4.0

1.0

4.4

5.0

0.9

The instructor was adequately
accessible to students during
office hours or after class.

4.8

5.0

0.5

4.3

5.0

0.9

4.4

5.0

0.9

Overall this instructor is an
effective teacher.

4.6

5.0

0.6

4.1

4.0

1.1

4.3

5.0

0.9

Overall, this is a good course.

4.5

5.0

0.7

3.9

4.0

1.1

4.2

4.0

1.0
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Organization
1. Course materials were well-prepared and
carefully explained.

2. Course objectives were clearly stated and
pursued.

Comments on organization:
Comment
Sometimes "wings it" on an example and creates one on the spot that doesn't always work out great. I would stick to the
notes and examples you bring so you don't confuse students with crazy examples.
Sometimes Professor Webster would start a problem and halfway through realize that it was more difficult than he
thought or overall impossible to solve. That was confusing when we were first learning a new topic and the example
didn't really work. I think just having more thoroughly prepared problems could easily solve that issue.
Content was prepared before each lecture and objectives of the day were set out at the beginning of each class
This calculus course was extremely organized and easy to follow. For each test and quiz, it was clear as to what we
were going to see on it. Each class had a different focus or objective that would be laid out for us at the beginning of
class. At the beginning of class, we do a warm up problem to review the topic from the class before. On Thursdays we
had some sort of assessment, which helped to solidify the topic of the week.
Well organized with everything on his homepage, and makes sure to email when changed are made.
well organized, highly value the use of his own website instead of oaks.
Dr. webster has an extraordinary level of preparation and organization. He successfully organized his lecture every day
a manner that allowed students to basically "discover" or "extract" the topics discussed in the lecture, rather than the old
fashion way of "....here is the equation, here is the rule, solve the problem...".
His explanations were clear and precise. Sometimes I had a problem with a understanding what he is saying, but he
explained again when we asked.
Great job with overall organization and was very in-depth with the material
Before every class, Justin would carefully layout the events for class which I appreciated. He would also tell us
important dates for assignments and tests at the beginningof class which helped me stay on task.
Organizatioin was good every now and then we would have to overlap a few lessons but in the end we stayed on task.
We always had papers organized and time to do assignments.
There is not a rigid organization to the style of teaching, which is wonderful because Dr. Webster's style of teaching
makes the atmosphere loose and fun but also VERY rewarding and fulfilling to the curriculum.
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Assignments
1. Assignments, tests, and written work in the
course reflected the content and emphasis of the
course.

2. Required readings/texts were valuable.

Comments on assignments:
Comment
If I didn't understand the lecture, the textbook was very helpful to reference for help or guidance
The tests were very hard and covered everything we learned in class
The lectures of the class provided me with a sense of understanding of all the concepts of the class. Sometimes, I
wouldn't know exactly how to solve something, yet I liked not being penalized completely for that. The tests had an equal
balance of concepts and math problems. In this course, it was necessary to answer the question why and be able to
prove where things came from. For me, I enjoyed that part of the class. I liked being able to understand why things were
and how people were able to come to these conclusions years ago. The tests did test on whether or not you
understood the concepts, which was helpful in my case. I really did not like the WebAssign. I felt like it was very hard to
learn from that homework. However, I do know having homework online is necessary. I liked how available and helpful
Justin was in his office hours. I learned so much through going to office hours and was able to make sense of the
material. It was a more personalized way for me to learn and ask questions.
Assignments were sometimes hard and sometimes easy but for the most part just time-consuming really. Only
overloaded time was when the first enrichment was almost due with a hard and long webassign due around the same
time. They help you learn everything you need to know as long as you apply yourself and try to get as much out of them
as you can.
would like to have seen webassign assignments shorter and due more often. suggested homework problems outside
of webassign very helpful for tests and quizzes.
Every assignment that Dr. webster assigned, such as (in class activities, homework, quizzes, enrichments) made me
x2 better at the discussed topics, the problems he choose for his assignments and almost always engineered in a
manner that forced me to always "dig deeper" for answers which resulted in making me very excited about calculus
topics.
He was not being a jerk. We always had a quiz or test about what we learned from the lecture or the contents from the
textbook.
Assignments and test very well relfected the material taught in the class. Minimal required readings but helpful when
there was one.
Our test questions came straight from the suggested homework, so if you did what you should have you were fine.
The text/readings were very valuable and related to the assignments. Reading the text would in many ways help you
further understand what we were learning at the time.
I almost never used the textbook because it was SO confusing.
His assignments strongly reflect the work he teaches in class. I always felt prepared for homework, quizzes, and tests.
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Grading
1. Methods used for evaluating student work were
fair and appropriate.

2. Feedback on graded assignments was valuable.

Comments on grading:
Comment
Gives lots of partial credit if you give him a reason to. Very fair grader
I was able to do well even though I didn't grasp every concept or because I'm so behind on algebra, there were a lot of
points given for effort and not just correctness which boosted my confidence and allowed me to be confident to show
my work and take risks.
Feed back was always available and office hours were useful for this
Grading was always fair to students. Partial credit was given if you showed that you understood the information but
made algebraic mistakes.
Partial credit was always given for tests and quizzes. The grading was never unfair. It was comforting to know that
understanding the material and proving it was actually useful for the assessments. There were many opportunities to
gain points in the course. The scale on the tests based on how other students do is also very helpful.
Was generous grader. Tried his best to give as many points possible instead of trying to take as many points off like
most instructors. Actually cared about our grades and our success, and very much just wanted us to learn so we can be
better and smarter students.
fair partial credit, grading on a curve for tests is awesome! An A is just a C if everyone got an A.
Dr. Webster is extremely fair, always leaves constructive and helpful notes on my assignments to help me improve on
the next one.
He was very fair about the grade and he changed our grade instantly if he had a problem with it.
Justin did not just look to make sure the answers were correct but looked at the format and the process of the solution.
The grading was fair, and very accurate
I absolutely never knew what I was going to get on tests or quizzes but it was always higher than I thought.
Dr. Webster spends a lot of time with students on assignments to make sure they understand the material. He's tough
with his grading, which is important to establishing strong skills in the subject matter but he is very fair with his grading.
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Learning
1. I found this course intellectually challenging and 2. I have developed my skills and knowledge.
stimulating.

3. Students were encouraged to share knowledge
and ideas.

4. This course increased my interest in the subject.

Comments on learning:
Comment
I am not a math person but this was a very difficult course and I learned a lot from it not just about math but how to do
work hard in something that is not necessarily my strong suit.
Calculus is the hardest math I have ever taken but because of the teaching style I actually enjoyed going to class each
day
I have never been interesting in math, at all. Going into the class, I was terrified, comparing myself to the AP students. I
never took AP calculus. Going in blind, I was able to start from scratch and learn a ton. In the beginning of the course, I
found the proofs so annoying to do, yet I realized understanding where things come from makes it easier to apply topics
and remember them. The course was very rigorous and difficult, yet never unfair. As much as it scared me at first, I like
being called on during class. It forces me to be nvolved in the lecture. It is easy to ask questions in class. I have learned
so much about math from this course.
Hard class, harder than it had to be but understandable and fair. When you ask him questions instead of giving you
answers he gives you more questions that make you think and understand on your own, and only gives hints when you
really don't get what he's talking about. He wants you to learn through hard work by applying yourself. As long as you do
that you'll learn even more than you need to. Compared to other calculus students I'm probably considered a pro with
how much I know. We probably learned may more than we needed to, but that just makes us smarter and better
prepared for the future.
The Way Dr. webster explained math to us can only be described as "genius". Dr. Webster's way of making us
challenge our selves and "discovering methods" rather than just giving it to us, made me appreciate and love math..
This man is the reason why i am declaring math as my minor.
I would love to see Dr. Webster in higher math classes because he has the enthusiasm ,capabilities and ideas that
would make the math department in the college Charleston an elite program. Dr. Justin Webster is a treasure for this
college, he is young, smart, and very hard working.
This course improved about my mathematics knowledge much higher than before take this class.
Challenging course, helped further develop mathematical skills. Students were very much encouraged to share ideas
with others and during class.
I learned a lot and along with learning I've enjoyed myself. yes, it was very challenging but it was nothing that could not
be done.
I enjoyed the course, but I absolutely hated calculus.
Dr. Webster's approach to learning is unique and effective. I think he covers the topics very thoroughly and never fails to
make it clear what is going on while teaching. He often gets the class to engage in answering questions pertaining to
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the material which helps many of those who may not understand the material as well as others. This course was much
better than my highschool calculus course, which is saying something since I had an amazing high school calculus
class.
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Instructor
1. The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching
the subject.

2. The instructor showed interest in the learning
and development of the students.

3. The instructor was adequately accessible to
students during office hours or after class.

How many classes has the professor missed in this course?

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

How many classes has the professor missed in this course?
Mean

Mean

Mean

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Comments on instructor:
Comment
The only reason he was less available for me outside of class was due to my hectic schedule, so I cannot comment on
the overall accessibility for students in general. He definitely tried to make himself available.
Very enthusiastic on Calculus. Great teacher and always willing to meet and easy accessibility.
Justin is always excited about math and this comes across in his lectures and when students grasp concepts he gets
really excited. He also is very friendly and approachable but holds everyone to high standards. You can't slack off or
sleep in this class because you will get called on and or fall behind. However Justin always makes sure no one is
drastically behind and seems to genuinely care about each of us in this class. he is always available and on time for
office hours and meeting outside of those times.
Professor Webster is extremely eager to help whether during class or in Office Hours and is clearly invested in the wellbeing of his students. He also loves math and shows a lot of enthusiasm about what we are doing that day in class.
Mr. Webster shows his enthusiasm for the subject everyday and while my enthusiasm isn't equivalent to his, it is good
to know that Im not being taught by someone who is doing their job for a pay check but rather doing it because they love
what they do.
Justin Webster was so happy to be able to teach us calculus. I gained so much out of this course. He made sure that
each one of us understood the concepts. I was very willing to learn more in this course. I liked proving the problems on
the board.
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Great dude. Friendly and helpful. Felt more like a really smart friend that's taken the class before, and is trying his best
to help you learn and succeed rather than a professor. Made the class more enjoyable and hard not to hate when doing
the hard homework. I think if any other professor taught me this class and gave me work and test like Webster I would
hate them and the class, but Webster's enthusiasm and good personality made it so I understood why he did what he
did, and therefore I didn't have a problem with the class at all. Overall he's a very fair professor.
Dr. webster has an extraordinary level of preparation and organization. He successfully organized his lecture every day
a manner that allowed students to basically "discover" or "extract" the topics discussed in the lecture, rather than the old
fashion way of "....here is the equation, here is the rule, solve the problem...".
I think he is one of the best teacher I had before. He tries, and cares about how students do.
I went through a rough time during my first semester and he was very helpful with making sure i got my grade up to
where it should be. In class he was very enthusiastic towards teaching us material and made sure everyone
understood what he was saying before he moved on.Overall my favorite teacher during my first semester in college,
and I'm not just saying that.
Great instructor, would recommend to any student looking to take the course.
Justin would relate it to real world situations. He knows I am interested in medicine and related a problem to that field
for me which I greatly appreciated. He also has encouraged me to pursue mathematics as he sees great potential in
me. It was nice having a teacher so supportive of his students not matter what their major at the moment is.
Professor Webster is genuinely a very nice guy. He truly cares about his students and them learning the material that's
being given out. he showed the most enthusiasm in class regardless of the classes reaction.
Professor Webster genuinely cares for his students and caters the class to their needs.We always felt like he really
liked us.
He is an amazing teacher. Effective, thorough, robust, enthusiastic, available, informative, easygoing, comforting, and
overall outstanding. My favorite teacher thus far at the college of charleston. Made my freshmen year experience a lot
better.
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Overall this instructor is an effective teacher.

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

Overall this instructor is an effective teacher.
Mean

Mean

Mean

4.6

4.1

4.3

4.6

4.1

4.3

Comments on teaching:
Comment
He focuses primarily on the abstract and theory, with little emphasis on the actual calculations. Personally, more
emphasis on showing and approaching calculations for different types of problems would have been more helpful.
That's just my learning style.
Professor Webster was perhaps the most knowledgable math teacher I've had thus far in my academic career. He
could always answer every question that you had on the subject matter right on the spot. He was very friendly and made
himself available to students in any way he could. His email updates to check in with the students and give them
updates on what was coming up in the class were very helpful. The only thing that was hard sometimes was when you
are still copying the math on the board for your notes, you seem to be mindlessly copying without being able to listen
and understand the topic that he is explaining right on the spot. It would be helpful if he wrote things on the board and
waited just a tad longer to explain what the new equation meant. However, I will say that if you are ever confused about
something, after leaving his office hours you will always walk away much more confident on the subject. Overall a really
great professor.
Professor Webster is extremely smart and knows his stuff on calculus. Makes sure everyone understands before he
moves on to new examples or topics.
Sometimes Professor Webster was a little scattered with everything. It would have been useful if he had more
thoroughly prepared lectures before class. Also, sometimes he would jump straight into a really difficult example after
teaching us a complicated concept. I think it would be a lot more helpful to keep it simple with the examples at the
beginning to help the students better understand the concept, and then start introducing more challenging versions of
the problem.
One of the best professors I have had at the College. The class is tough, the work load is heavy, but Mr. Webster makes
the class enjoyable and if someone doesn't understand there are more than enough opportunities to get help and do
well in the class. Typically my math courses have been very factual and application base: know the formula and you will
do well. With Mr. Webster not only does he make you know how to do examples but also makes you understand what
and why you are doing what you are doing. This is a new style of teaching in math that has really helped me to do well
and remember the information for longer time periods.
Justin was able to convey even the hardest of problems, simply. I enjoyed learning wit his teaching style. The class was
very interesting for me.
Good teaching style. Writes and draws everything out which appeals to all types of learners. Did sometimes take too
long to explain how some problems that probably aren't needed work, but that was just so we could have a better
understanding.
Every assignment that Dr. webster assigned, such as (in class activities, homework, quizzes, enrichments) made me
x2 better at the discussed topics, the problems he choose for his assignments and almost always engineered in a
manner that forced me to always "dig deeper" for answers which resulted in making me very excited about calculus
topics.
Teaching style is great. He was prepared for what we were learning and lectures were very involved and helpful.
He engaged with the students and took the time to learn everyone's name. He did not just call on one person but
involved everyone in the class.
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Professor Webster is honestly one of the best teachers I've ever had. mainly because of his enthusiasm and the great
detail along with heavy difficulty e teaches by. this pushes me to be a better learner and puts me in a place of
discomfort, which is good.
Sometimes, I think Professor Webster would teach us topics that were way too advanced, and I was somewhat
confused. However, this will help when we take the final exam because it should be easier.
Dr. Webster's style does not simply cover the surface of the material. He goes into depth with how it works, whats going
on, and what the answer means that you're getting. Its not simply a calculation or a "plug into an equation" type of thing.
He makes sure everyone understands just how everything works in the world of calculus. I respect the way he teaches
very much and I learned so much more about calculus that I never "truly" understood when I took the course in high
school. I take a lot away from how Dr. Webster teaches this course
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Overall, this is a good course.

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

Overall, this is a good course.
Mean

Mean

Mean

4.5

3.9

4.2

4.5

3.9

4.2

Comments on course:
Comment
The idea of taking calculus did not get me excited at first. Throughout the course, I gained so much appreciation for the
subject. Using graphs to explain everything, Justin was able to teach me about what each concept meant and how they
connected. I loved being able to tie the concepts together at the end in the fundamental theorem of calculus.
Great course that will not only teach you everything you need to know but plenty more. Will make you more prepared for
other math courses than any other instructor.
The Way Dr. webster explained math to us can only be described as "genius". Dr. Webster's way of making us
challenge our selves and "discovering methods" rather than just giving it to us, made me appreciate and love math..
This man is the reason why i am declaring math as my minor.
It is a good course. Even if I don't understand the what he is saying during the lecture, I eventually can fully understand
what he tried to teach.
course was alright
The course challenged the way I do math problems as I had to focus on my process to get the solution. I enjoyed the
challenge and the appreciate I gained from the course.
The course was very difficult but very fun and I learned a lot.
very hard.
Fantastic Course.
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Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching or of the course that have been
most valuable to you.
Comment
He did a very good job of keeping us interested, trying to make sure that we understood the materials, ensuring that we
were prepared for the exam, and teaching us the background of why the questions of calculus/the solutions to the
questions arose.
Effective teaching, easy accessibility, and very fair grader
Office hours were great, textbook great.
Professor Webster's enthusiasm about the subject and availability during office hours were extremely valuable in this
course.
The most valuable part of Mr. Webster's teaching style is his high standards he has for the students of the class. If we
did poorly on a quiz or test he would reach out to us to figure out what we didn't understand and how we could improve.
If we did well on a test positive feedback was given that was definitely a confident boost to keep doing well in the class.
Justin is very enthusiastic in his teaching, making me become more interested in the subject. I learned how to
generalize and link concepts and learned many different theorems. Justin's teaching style helped me focus on the
important concepts. We were challenged, but we weren't tricked on tests or quizzes. I appreciated learning where things
came from and proving theorems. It was helpful to know that actually understanding the concept and being able to
explain things was necessary for doing well on the assessments. I wish I had a reason to take upper levels of calculus
because after this course, I have gained an appreciation for the subject. Many of the learning skills I learned in this
class will surely help me in my future classes, though.
The office hours were the most helpful because I could go and ask questions on anything I was unsure of, and he'd
always succeed in making me understand. He also sometimes gave problems and mini lectures in office hours that
helped with quizzes and tested as well.
enthusiasm for the subject, I've never seen as many people pay attention in class (especially a math class.)
anticipating common mistakes students make with concepts and warning students BEFOREHAND is immeasureably
helpful. in class activities especially helpful with learning concepts/proofs instead of just the formula the proof
produces.
I would love to see Dr. Webster in higher math classes because he has the enthusiasm ,capabilities and ideas that
would make the math department in the college Charleston an elite program. Dr. Justin Webster is a treasure for this
college, he is young, smart, and very hard working.
He listens students.
The lectures were very much the most helpful to me. When the textbook wasn't very clear or when learning a new he did
a great job explaining and clearing up any problems.
He did not just teach the material and say here you go. Justin taught where things come from which I think is important.
We should have an appreciation for where things originate if we want to truly advance forward.
the main aspect that was most valuable to me was the great detail that he put into the lessons. Professor would go
even further than the book would
The way Professor Webster grades is very helpful. He gives us every opportunity to get some points.
The most valuable aspect of the course to me was his attitude in the classroom. He was happy, enthusiastic, and
easygoing which didn't detract from the success of his teaching. I really recommend Dr. Webster teach this course
again, if possible.

Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching or of the course that you feel
most need improvement.
Comment
He perhaps should talk more about how to approach various types of questions/problems for each topic.
Sometimes he will say "this is an easy one" or something along these lines and if a student doesn't happen to
understand the example this discourages them from asking questions because they feel dumb for asking
I think the length of assignments could be shortened. I had so much other stuff going on with other classes that I
almost never got to do the suggested problems because Web Assigns were so long. Honestly I didn't learn a lot from
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web assign and i didn't like the format of the questions because they were different from the types of questions we had
on tests. I would rather have more suggested problems and have to turn them in s i could work on problems more like
the test and work on presentation of my work.
As I said before, more throughly prepared problems for lecture as well as starting a little bit easier.
There is nothing I felt needed improvement. While the class is difficult, the style of teaching really made me stay on top
of the work. If I wasn't studying for a test, I was completing online homework, doing other practice problems, or working
on a paper to better my understand of calculus as a whole.
I would have liked to have more assessments to pass in. I learned a lot through doing the assessments in groups in
class, then finishing them on my own. Even if they weren't graded, I think more worksheets to do in groups or at home
would have helped and the confusion on that would be addressed in office hours. I did like the suggested problems to
try, though.
The biggest problem I had was for the test and the quizzes I knew everything and knew how to do everything but the
problems caused you to think about them in order to figure them out and know exactly what to do, and due to the hard
algebra I wouldn't have time to do that. My grades on quizzes and test were only bad sometimes because I would
spend too much time on one or two problems that had ridiculous algebra, and so I wouldn't have tim to figure out the
thinking questions, or get to the bonus that I normally knew how to do, or double check my answers. I knew what I
needed to know and know algebra and think the difficult algebra was unnecessary. It just took too much time and made
it so I had no time to actually display what I knew for other problems, which causes me to not get points on problems
that I knew how to do and would have gotten fully if I had more time. I say use less intense algebra because you're
testing our knowledge of calculus, not algebra. It got in the way of us being able to show what we know. I would have
gotten As on everything if it wasn't for that.
more freuquent/shorter webassign assignments
perfect
I would have like to do more assessments in class.
I think the only thing that may need to change in the course is the amount of group work to get the class involved more.
maybe a few projects here and there would be helpful
I didn't like the enrichments. It's just very hard to write about math. I understand why they're assigned though,
I think the way Dr. Webster teachers is perfectly fine.
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Reason for taking this course:

Before enrolling in this course, how much interest did you have in taking it?

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

Before enrolling in this course, how much interest did you have in taking it?
Mean

Mean

Mean

2.3

2.9

2.2

2.3

2.9

2.2

How difficult did you find this course?

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

How difficult did you find this course?
Mean

Mean

Mean

1.8

2.4

2.6

1.8

2.4

2.6

The workload for this course was:

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

The workload for this course was:
Mean

Mean

Mean

1.9

2.9

2.9

1.9

2.9

2.9
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How many classes (excused and unexcused) have you missed in this course?

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

How many classes (excused and unexcused) have you missed in this course?
Mean

Mean

Mean

1.3

1.1

1.1

1.3

1.1

1.1

Expected grade in this course:

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

Expected grade in this course:
Mean

Mean

Mean

1.9

2.0

1.7

1.9

2.0

1.7

Your overall GPA:

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

Your overall GPA:
Mean

Mean

Mean

1.6

2.2

2.5

1.6

2.2

2.5
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Raters

Section

Responded

19

Invited

26

Response Ratio

73.1%

Summary
Section
Question

Mean Median

Department

Overall

Standard
Standard
Standard
Mean Median
Mean Median
Deviation
Deviation
Deviation

Course materials were wellprepared and carefully explained.

4.4

5.0

0.8

4.0

4.0

1.0

4.2

4.0

0.9

Course objectives were clearly
stated and pursued.

4.3

5.0

1.0

4.1

4.0

1.0

4.3

5.0

0.9

Assignments, tests, and written
work in the course reflected the
content and emphasis of the
course.

4.6

5.0

0.6

4.3

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Required readings/texts were
valuable.

4.1

4.0

1.0

3.9

4.0

1.1

4.1

4.0

1.0

Methods used for evaluating
student work were fair and
appropriate.

4.6

5.0

0.6

4.3

4.0

0.9

4.3

4.0

0.9

Feedback on graded
assignments was valuable.

4.6

5.0

0.6

4.1

4.0

1.0

4.2

4.0

1.0

I found this course intellectually
challenging and stimulating.

4.5

5.0

0.8

4.1

4.0

1.0

4.2

4.0

0.9

I have developed my skills and
knowledge.

4.4

5.0

0.8

4.0

4.0

1.1

4.2

4.0

0.9

Students were encouraged to
share knowledge and ideas.

4.4

5.0

0.8

3.8

4.0

1.1

4.3

5.0

0.9

This course increased my interest
in the subject.

3.8

4.0

1.4

3.2

3.0

1.3

3.9

4.0

1.2

The instructor showed
enthusiasm for teaching the
subject.

4.8

5.0

0.5

4.4

5.0

0.9

4.6

5.0

0.7

The instructor showed interest in
the learning and development of
the students.

4.7

5.0

0.6

4.2

4.0

1.0

4.4

5.0

0.9

The instructor was adequately
accessible to students during
office hours or after class.

4.7

5.0

0.6

4.3

5.0

0.9

4.4

5.0

0.9

Overall this instructor is an
effective teacher.

4.6

5.0

0.8

4.1

4.0

1.1

4.3

5.0

0.9

Overall, this is a good course.

4.3

5.0

0.9

3.9

4.0

1.1

4.2

4.0

1.0

2/13

Organization
1. Course materials were well-prepared and
carefully explained.

2. Course objectives were clearly stated and
pursued.

Comments on organization:
Comment
Justin is the best math professor I have ever had. Not only does he teach us theories and ideas, but he tells us WHY
they exist, and WHERE they came from. This is nothing I have ever had a math professor do.
Very good- Sometimes talks very fast though when explaining but always goes over throughly

3/13

Assignments
1. Assignments, tests, and written work in the
course reflected the content and emphasis of the
course.

2. Required readings/texts were valuable.

Comments on assignments:
Comment
Tests and quizzes seemed to present questions differently than in homework. This often confused me, even though I
knew how to do the equations, it was just presented differently.
Math homework on the computer is a horrible idea! Hawks learning was a serious burden because the math was hard
by its self and Hawks just marked you wrong for small things that it shld my have.
Technology should not be involved in mathematics it should just be a pencil paper and calculators
Justin always told us exactly what we needed to read to be prepared for his lectures.
I honestly never opened the textbook- but used Hawkes

4/13

Grading
1. Methods used for evaluating student work were
fair and appropriate.

2. Feedback on graded assignments was valuable.

Comments on grading:
Comment
-Gives partial credit if you get how to do the problem but may not have gotten the right answer.
I think Justin is a little too generous with his grading!
very fair

5/13

Learning
1. I found this course intellectually challenging and 2. I have developed my skills and knowledge.
stimulating.

3. Students were encouraged to share knowledge
and ideas.

4. This course increased my interest in the subject.

Comments on learning:
Comment
Constantly reminded students to come to Office Hours-they were super helpful.
Learned more in a math class this year than I ever have

6/13

Instructor
1. The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching
the subject.

2. The instructor showed interest in the learning
and development of the students.

3. The instructor was adequately accessible to
students during office hours or after class.

How many classes has the professor missed in this course?

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

How many classes has the professor missed in this course?
Mean

Mean

Mean

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Comments on instructor:
Comment
Enthusiastic Teacher!
He was a very enthusiastic instructor and loved to help us.
He went to fast and anything I wanted him to back track he tld to wait after class, or he would just tell me to hold my
question and not even call back on me.
He all had the tendency to shoot out smart remarks to student who didn't deserve it. A student would ask him a
question about office hours or something they missed, and he always replies with a snarky comment
Justin only missed 1 class. He was an awesome professor and really cared for his students!
Justin Webster was always available to help during office hours and went above and beyond to make sure that
students understood the subject at hand.
Justin Webster is an awesome instructor who really knows about what he teaches, and he helps more thn he has to to
make sure that the students understand the subject. I really enjoyed being in his class!!!
super friendly, funny, and nice. immense knowledge of the subject. Honestly cares about this subject and how it is
presented and absorbed by the students.
Very accommodating

7/13

One of my favorite professors ever! Made class fun
Always there to help, and spent time re-teaching if necessary. He also made a point to learn the names of each of his
students.
Really cool guy. Enjoyed the class a lot.

8/13

Overall this instructor is an effective teacher.

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

Overall this instructor is an effective teacher.
Mean

Mean

Mean

4.6

4.1

4.3

4.6

4.1

4.3

Comments on teaching:
Comment
I never understood math, especially logarithms but in this class I was finally able to understand it all.
Justin was enthusiastic about helping students.
Awesome teaching!! Would definitely take him again!
he is aware of the daunting task that is giving math to students. However he embraces the challenge and honestly
flourishes under this pressure- you could say he loves it enough for the both of us (or even enough for the entire class).
One of the most engaging math professors I've had in the 4 years at this school. I've learned more this one math class
than the three previous ones combined, he just has that effect.
Sometimes I would be confused because the course covers a lot, but he would try explaining things in different ways if
we did not understand.
Really good.

9/13

Overall, this is a good course.

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

Overall, this is a good course.
Mean

Mean

Mean

4.3

3.9

4.2

4.3

3.9

4.2

Comments on course:
Comment
Course was expected to be difficult, but a lot more difficult than my own knowledge had expected.
Not entirely sure what 60% of the material covered will ever come up again in the business world
The course is extremely difficult for students who do not plan to take a higher math course.
I think everyone dreads a math course like this in the beginning, but it was refreshing to have a professor like Webster
who really encouraged the class throughout the semester.
It was very well taught because it is not an easy concept to grasp.
Hawkes is a terrible system and should not be used as homework. I'd rather have textbook work than use that terrible
awful program ever again. Made me want to break my computer in half and throw it out my window

10/13

Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching or of the course that have been
most valuable to you.
Comment
Very structured, explained in depth-real life examples
He makes himself available to students as much as he can, and is always willing to help.
Going over a topic more than once when Justin realizes the class is not understanding; was extremely helpful.
He is very knowledgeable on the subject and will focus on the material the class found difficult
He really pushed his students to do the best that they can, and gave us ample opportunities to do it!
Super intellectual, and is able to follow along with students troubles in any math problem.
He made me want to learn, love his teaching style and he's super entertaining and funny
How helpful he was after and during class hours.
Everything
He writes everything on the board, which I find extremely helpful.

Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching or of the course that you feel
most need improvement.
Comment
I would have liked to Justin Webster to do more practice and example problems from Hawkes homework while
teaching the new lessons during class.
In general, calculus is typically hard, but practicing it over and over will help me be able to improve
online homework (hawks) needs updating
Nothing really, he's awesome
talk a little slower
Nothing
Some subjects he went through very quickly and those are the things I personally couldn't grasp.
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Reason for taking this course:

Before enrolling in this course, how much interest did you have in taking it?

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

Before enrolling in this course, how much interest did you have in taking it?
Mean

Mean

Mean

3.3

2.9

2.2

3.3

2.9

2.2

How difficult did you find this course?

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

How difficult did you find this course?
Mean

Mean

Mean

2.1

2.4

2.6

2.1

2.4

2.6

The workload for this course was:

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

The workload for this course was:
Mean

Mean

Mean

2.5

2.9

2.9

2.5

2.9

2.9
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How many classes (excused and unexcused) have you missed in this course?

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

How many classes (excused and unexcused) have you missed in this course?
Mean

Mean

Mean

1.2

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.1

1.1

Expected grade in this course:

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

Expected grade in this course:
Mean

Mean

Mean

2.2

2.0

1.7

2.2

2.0

1.7

Your overall GPA:

Section Department Overall

Question

Mean

Your overall GPA:
Mean

Mean

Mean

2.9

2.2

2.5

2.9

2.2

2.5
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Raters

Section

Responded

21

Invited

26

Response Ratio

80.8%

Summary
Section
Question

Mean Median

Department (MATH)

Overall

Standard
Standard
Standard
Mean Median
Mean Median
Deviation
Deviation
Deviation

Course materials were wellprepared and carefully explained.

4.5

5.0

0.6

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Course objectives were clearly
stated and pursued.

4.6

5.0

0.6

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Assignments, tests, and written
work in the course reflected the
content and emphasis of the
course.

4.4

5.0

0.8

4.3

4.0

0.9

4.4

5.0

0.8

Required readings/texts were
valuable.

4.0

4.0

0.8

4.0

4.0

1.0

4.2

4.0

1.0

Methods used for evaluating
student work were fair and
appropriate.

4.7

5.0

0.6

4.3

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Feedback on graded
assignments was valuable.

4.6

5.0

0.6

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.2

4.0

1.0

I found this course intellectually
challenging and stimulating.

4.7

5.0

0.6

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.2

4.0

0.9

I have developed my skills and
knowledge.

4.5

5.0

0.8

4.1

4.0

1.0

4.3

4.0

0.9

Students were encouraged to
share knowledge and ideas.

4.6

5.0

0.6

4.0

4.0

1.0

4.3

5.0

0.9

This course increased my interest
in the subject.

3.5

3.0

1.2

3.3

3.0

1.3

4.0

4.0

1.2

The instructor showed
enthusiasm for teaching the
subject.

4.8

5.0

0.5

4.4

5.0

0.8

4.6

5.0

0.7

The instructor showed interest in
the learning and development of
the students.

4.8

5.0

0.5

4.4

5.0

0.9

4.5

5.0

0.8

The instructor was adequately
accessible to students during
office hours or after class.

4.8

5.0

0.5

4.4

5.0

0.9

4.4

5.0

0.8

Overall this instructor is an
effective teacher.

4.7

5.0

0.7

4.2

4.0

1.0

4.4

5.0

0.9

Overall, this is a good course.

4.4

5.0

0.9

4.0

4.0

1.1

4.2

4.0

0.9
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Organization
1. Course materials were well-prepared and
carefully explained.

2. Course objectives were clearly stated and
pursued.

Comments on organization:
Comment
The lectures are very organized and he gives a lot of helpful examples that match well with the material on tests and
quizzes.
This class was organized down to the T and the professor stuck to the syllabus like glue.
Organization definitely helped in making the topics more understandable
Very organized, always had a plan for the day.
class was very well planned out
Very organized

3/14

Assignments
1. Assignments, tests, and written work in the
course reflected the content and emphasis of the
course.

2. Required readings/texts were valuable.

Comments on assignments:
Comment
The homework was an incentive to get an easy grade and help do practice problems that were needed. Quizzes
covered a lot of information but we were well prepared for them. Tests also covered a lot of material but again we were
well prepared for them. Also bonus questions on quizzes and tests were helpful.
The test reflected material from class and homework.
hawkes was a nuisance but actually helped a ton
The book wasn't needed, but the access code was. I wish that it had been explained that the book would not be used,
so I could have just purchased the access code\.
I know you can't manipulate Hawkes but there were times when the difference between Hawkes and in class content
was frustrating.
Only thing I didn't like was that Hawke's made us either try a new problem or get a strike on a problem if we got it wrong,
we should be able to at least try the same problem one more time, though that's not anything Justin can fix. Just a
complaint on the software for the homework.
The hawkes assignments were normally very helpful
Coincide well
The Hawke's homework assignments, at times, did not reflect the material we had learned that week. The problems
were structured very differently from the problems in class. They were not more or less difficult, they were simply
different, and this created a learning curve.

4/14

Grading
1. Methods used for evaluating student work were
fair and appropriate.

2. Feedback on graded assignments was valuable.

Comments on grading:
Comment
I really appreciated how you understood that just because you didn't get the end answer correct does not mean you
don't understand the topic.
It was made clear where points were lost on tests/quizzes. Bonus quizzes were helpful to realize what you did wrong on
the actual quiz and help to revisit the concept. Written feedback on graded assignments are a little unclear.
His feedback alway helped me improve my grade and allowed me to make sure I understood the material.
The grading was extremely lenient, with random quizzes and bonus points along with those quizzes that more than
adequately gave us the chance to get the correct answer or to get points back on work.
Always was fair with grading and didn't make the entire problem wrong if you just got one piece of it wrong which is
nice. My precalc professor in high school counted the whole thing wrong if the answer was wrong.
Very fair with grading really wants you to do well.
Not too harsh or lenient
Justin always gave opportunities for extra credit, and he fixed issues on tests or quizzes without simply marking them
incorrect.

5/14

Learning
1. I found this course intellectually challenging and 2. I have developed my skills and knowledge.
stimulating.

3. Students were encouraged to share knowledge
and ideas.

4. This course increased my interest in the subject.

Comments on learning:
Comment
This class was a challenge but I knew it was coming due to required courses for my major. I have definitely developed
skills and knowledge that I thought I would never be able to do. We were encouraged to ask questions and he
answered them in detail. My lack of interest in the topic is not my professor's fault. I don't think I will ever be interested in
calculus.
I have already taken calculus but I thoroughly enjoyed this class and I am glad I was a part of it.
I took this as a math requirement on material I was pretty familiar on, so I wasn't learning a lot, more reviewing
information.
Was definitely a tough class, but he's a good professor so he helped me a lot in learning the subject.
I learned a lot of new skills that I will need in the future
I learned alot
He called on students in class which required everyone to be engaged for fear of being called on.

6/14

Instructor
1. The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching
the subject.

2. The instructor showed interest in the learning
and development of the students.

3. The instructor was adequately accessible to
students during office hours or after class.

How many classes has the professor missed in this course?

Section

Question

Mean
How many classes has the professor missed in this course?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

1.0

1.1

1.0

1.0

1.1

1.0

Comments on instructor:
Comment
I
Justin was a great professor. I thought I would completely fail at calculus but he made it seem accessible to everyone.
He understood that most of us needed this class for our major so he had a lot of office hours and was really open to
helping us succeed.
Justin is a great teacher! You can tell that he really loves the subject matter he is teaching and genuinely cares about
his students and ensuring that they are understanding the material.
By far one of the best teachers I have ever had.
One of the best professors I've had at CofC so far. I genuinely enjoyed his class even though I'm not the biggest fan of
math. Saying that a Psych major enjoyed a business math class definitely portrays how good of a professor Justin
really is.
Professor Webster wanted us to do well. He worked hard to make sure we had all the information and understood what
was going on in the class, as well as making sure we had adequate time to do the work needed. I don't think I ever felt
ill prepared for a test or assignment. Sometimes I felt as we spent a little too much time on the aspects of pre-calc
within the course, but overall I felt as if we were encouraged to do well with adequate time in class or out of class to do
so. The only thing I wish I had known is when quizzes were taking place. I got sick a few times throughout the semester,

7/14

and if I had known I would miss a quiz, I would have come to class while feeling ill.
Great Instructor.
Great professor, I'm not sure how well I would have done with a different professor. Really taught the material in a good
way for a majority of students to understand.
He was always available when i needed. He was very helpful in office hours and very encouraging. All around, a great
teacher. Even though i really struggle with the information, he made it so i could figure out the information.
He was always prepared and really helpful.
Personable
He is readily available in person or by email for extra help.

8/14

Overall this instructor is an effective teacher.

Section

Question

Mean
Overall this instructor is an effective teacher.
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

4.7

4.2

4.4

4.7

4.2

4.4

Comments on teaching:
Comment
I like his style of teaching. There are no power points so there is an incentive to come to class because you can't just
get the notes online. He explains topics and then does examples. I liked the written notes that he put on the board
which helped when studying rather than just looking at a page of meaningless numbers.
He gave great examples and illustrations on the chalkboards in the classroom.
He was a fantastic professor.
Very helpful inside and out of the classroom (office hours). REALLY wants his students to do well.
Professor Webster gave us opportunity after opportunity to understand our mistakes and correct them in a way that we
would learn the material better for next time. I never once felt like I was having an opportunity to do well taken away from
me. There were occasionally short quizzes at the beginning of class, and they were to help us. There were also multiple
opportunities to do quizzes that would only help, not hurt our grade.
Again, really enjoyed his teaching style.
Gave us a lot of examples to help us.
He is very clearly interested in the success of his students, not only to make a good grade in the course, but to fully
understand the material.
He really wanted you to do well
Good teacher
He is clearly an expert on the subject and knows how to convey it to those who are not experts.

9/14

Overall, this is a good course.

Section

Question

Mean
Overall, this is a good course.
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

4.4

4.0

4.3

4.4

4.0

4.3

Comments on course:
Comment
I have never been a strong math student, and very often have hated math and dreaded going to class. This course,
however, was not like that for me. I enjoyed (to an extent, its still math!) going to class, and didn't struggle with it as
much as I have in other courses. Mr. Webster is an excellent teacher and I have recommended him to everyone I know!
Keep up the great work!!
I wish there was more business topics. My interests lie with business rather than calculus. I took this course because it
was required.
It was very well organized and covered the material well.
Justin made this enjoyable.
I would recommend this course to anyone who needs to take a Math course or Math 105. I actually have, to multiple of
my friends, who understand the basics of calc or who have to take the class for their major. This course is a simple
course, as long as you pay attention and do your homework. The concepts are easy to grasp, and Professor Webster
helps with the obtaining of the knowledge.
Was extremely nervous of this course and thought I would have to drop but he really cares to make sure we do well but
with our own hard work, I don't mind hard work but sometimes I just can't understand the material, going to his office
hours and really paying attention definitely worked. He's good at helping people understand the material. Math can be
really hard to explain sometimes but he does a great job.
I learned a lot
Comfortable material

10/14

Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching or of the course that have been
most valuable to you.
Comment
I liked the written notes to help us study and understand the material. He put emphasis on understanding the material
rather than just memorizing it.
I really like his vibes. He was mellow and easy to relate to while still being professional when deemed necessary.
The time he puts in to work with his students and his interest in watching our knowledge grow with the class. He does
a really good job of making a personal connection with the students, and you can tell he cares about our success.
His organization was fantastic.
hawkes, quizzes and bonus quizzes.
The fact that Professor Webster wanted us to do well, and spent over the adequate amount of time on the information,
and wanted us to not only get the right answer but grasp the concepts was extremely helpful to me. We weren't just
finding the derivative to find the derivative. We learned what the derivative was, and what it meant relating to different
equations.
Really enjoyed his teaching style, made it very understandable.
He was helpful and always available
Willing to explain
Opportunities to correct mistakes and receive extra credit not only improve students' grades, but also help retain
information that may have otherwise been forgotten.

Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching or of the course that you feel
most need improvement.
Comment
I wish there were more tests and quizzes because they cover so much material.
None that I can think of.
N/A
the exams were overwhelming but doable.
I feel like we spent a large amount of time on Pre-Calc information that we didn't need to spend time on.
Don't have any complaints.
Nothing
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Reason for taking this course:

Before enrolling in this course, how much interest did you have in taking it?

Section

Question

Mean
Before enrolling in this course, how much interest did you have in taking it?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

3.1

3.0

2.2

3.1

3.0

2.2

How difficult did you find this course?

Section

Question

Mean
How difficult did you find this course?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

2.1

2.3

2.6

2.1

2.3

2.6

The workload for this course was:

Question

Section
Mean

The workload for this course was:

2.6

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean
2.7

2.9
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Mean

2.6

2.7

2.9
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How many classes (excused and unexcused) have you missed in this course?

Section

Question

Mean
How many classes (excused and unexcused) have you missed in this course?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

Expected grade in this course:

Section

Question

Mean
Expected grade in this course:
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

2.1

2.1

1.7

2.1

2.1

1.7

Your overall GPA:

Section

Question

Mean
Your overall GPA:
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

2.8

2.9

3.0

2.8

2.9

3.0
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Section

Responded

18

Invited

25

Response Ratio

72.0%

Summary
Section
Question

Mean Median

Department (MATH)

Overall

Standard
Standard
Standard
Mean Median
Mean Median
Deviation
Deviation
Deviation

Course materials were wellprepared and carefully explained.

4.9

5.0

0.3

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Course objectives were clearly
stated and pursued.

4.9

5.0

0.3

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Assignments, tests, and written
work in the course reflected the
content and emphasis of the
course.

4.6

5.0

0.6

4.3

4.0

0.9

4.4

5.0

0.8

Required readings/texts were
valuable.

4.2

5.0

1.0

4.0

4.0

1.0

4.2

4.0

1.0

Methods used for evaluating
student work were fair and
appropriate.

4.8

5.0

0.5

4.3

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Feedback on graded
assignments was valuable.

4.8

5.0

0.6

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.2

4.0

1.0

I found this course intellectually
challenging and stimulating.

4.6

5.0

0.6

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.2

4.0

0.9

I have developed my skills and
knowledge.

4.9

5.0

0.3

4.1

4.0

1.0

4.3

4.0

0.9

Students were encouraged to
share knowledge and ideas.

4.9

5.0

0.3

4.0

4.0

1.0

4.3

5.0

0.9

This course increased my interest
in the subject.

4.1

5.0

1.2

3.3

3.0

1.3

4.0

4.0

1.2

The instructor showed
enthusiasm for teaching the
subject.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.4

5.0

0.8

4.6

5.0

0.7

The instructor showed interest in
the learning and development of
the students.

4.9

5.0

0.2

4.4

5.0

0.9

4.5

5.0

0.8

The instructor was adequately
accessible to students during
office hours or after class.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.4

5.0

0.9

4.4

5.0

0.8

Overall this instructor is an
effective teacher.

4.9

5.0

0.2

4.2

4.0

1.0

4.4

5.0

0.9

Overall, this is a good course.

4.8

5.0

0.5

4.0

4.0

1.1

4.2

4.0

0.9
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Organization
1. Course materials were well-prepared and
carefully explained.

2. Course objectives were clearly stated and
pursued.

Comments on organization:
Comment
There was always a clear list of what was being done during class time (very organized).
Organization was good, sometimes topics were mixed together a lot and I got lost.
The class was well structured and I did not find any confusion about what the course entailed
I enjoyed when the professor wrote on the board the agenda and wish he did more of than. He would tell the class at
the start what we would be doing during the class today and would follow that. I enjoyed it.
Syllabus was very helpful and detailed regarding work.
Extremely well organized lessons. Each one was directly connected to the next and each was thoroughly explained.
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Assignments
1. Assignments, tests, and written work in the
course reflected the content and emphasis of the
course.

2. Required readings/texts were valuable.

Comments on assignments:
Comment
The use of Hawkes was very tedious and some times took a great deal of time. I think that book problems would be
more beneficial and less time consuming.
I felt that the test problems were harder then hawks problems and I would of liked optional worksheets to do problems
like the ones on the test at home.
I think essential calculus is an efficient homework program. I didn't use the textbook more than three times.
Never once opened the book, the one time I tried to read it, it was very unhelpful. Tests and quizzes slightly were harder
than what we learned in class, and Hawkes rarely ever reflected the classwork for the day- I often had to teach myself
when doing Hawkes homework.
The homework provided useful, but all of the activities in class and the exams covered all of the course material.
I had bought the textbook and online code. but we only used the online code for homework and never used the textbook.
Hated that I spend money on a textbook when I thought we would use it.
I used my textbook once, and it was because I was absent for one class and I wanted to teach myself the lesson for that
day rather than just copy a friend's notes. Other than that, Hawkes does a great job explaining everything.
All assignments had obvious purpose. Practicing the homework and looking over lecture notes led to success on
quizzes. Practicing the homework, looking over lecture notes, and studying the previous quizzes led to success on
tests.
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Grading
1. Methods used for evaluating student work were
fair and appropriate.

2. Feedback on graded assignments was valuable.

Comments on grading:
Comment
Sufficient feedback.
Took off for some silly things like how things were written.
The professor genuinely cared about giving useful feedback for the students and grades accordingly
Professor Webster has been flexible with grading and extra opportunities for the class as a whole throughout the
semester.
I never had problems with the professors grading. If you had a half point taken off it was easily seen why you had that
point taken off.
Fair grading. I enjoyed that we were occasionally rewarded with bonus opportunities because even though I may not
have done well on a quiz, the bonus would further teach me/correct what I did wrong on the quiz in addition to getting a
few points!
The grading method used really encouraged me to try my very best regardless of my confidence in solving the problem.
Knowing that the more work/justifications I showed could increase the likelihood of points being rewarded to me, also
helped me to be more thorough and less likely to make careless mistakes.
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Learning
1. I found this course intellectually challenging and 2. I have developed my skills and knowledge.
stimulating.

3. Students were encouraged to share knowledge
and ideas.

4. This course increased my interest in the subject.

Comments on learning:
Comment
Compared to the year-long calculus class I took as a senior in high school, I gained so much more important
knowledge in this one semester of business calculus. This course taught me not only computation of calculus
problems, but also the comprehension of the objectives we covered which was very valuable to my learning.
I enjoyed the class and his presence.
This professor made coming to class enjoyable and kept the students engaged in the lecture the entire time. His
different methods of teaching were a nice change of pace
The professor would stand in front of the class saying nothing, and would allow the class a chance to think about the
concepts we have learned and apply it to what we were learning. This was very challenging, but very much helped.
I came into this class thinking it would be extremely challenging, but at the pace that Justin goes at and constantly
confirms that everyone understands the material is very helpful. Flexible OH also help learn when struggling in class.
I have always struggled in Math. I needed this course to graduate and was dreading taking it because I feared I would
fail. The way Dr. Webster structured the class and gave us opportunities to earn back points, really encouraged me to
continue trying my best. I am more confident in my math abilities and find it far less scary than I did before taking this
class.
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Instructor
1. The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching
the subject.

2. The instructor showed interest in the learning
and development of the students.

3. The instructor was adequately accessible to
students during office hours or after class.

How many classes has the professor missed in this course?

Section

Question

Mean
How many classes has the professor missed in this course?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

1.0

1.1

1.0

1.0

1.1

1.0

Comments on instructor:
Comment
Although this class was one of my most challenging this semester Justin was made it a class I will miss going to. He
was always on time and answered every question students asked to his full potential. I really learned a lot.
He was very nice and always very helpful during office hours. He made math bearable.
Justin's methods of student participate really showed his interest in the students. He was good about calling on
students to get them involved and assisting them answering the question if the student was struggling. He would never
just blurt out answers, he would encourage us to use our brains and come up with an answer on our own with his
guidance.
I have never met a math professor as dedicated, quirky, and hardworking as Justin Weber. His personableness and
adaptive teaching skills cause every student who enters his classroom to willingly want to understand calculus and
comfortably express their confusion. Justin pushes me and my fellow classmates to understand not only the
computation of calculus problems, but also to comprehend their meanings. While this is hard at first, it greatly
enhances my understanding of calculus and makes me a stronger student. Additionally, Justin made himself readily
available for office hours and appointments and greatly encouraged all of his students to come talk with him through
out the semester.
Really was helpful in office hours, If i went I almost always did well on the tests. Offered extra office hours as well. Loves
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math a lot and I think that's important for math profs
Justin went above and beyond with helping students during office hours. He presented the course material in such a
way that if one method didn't click, there was another way to understand the concept.
Made math easy to digest and was able to asnwer every question the class had on the subject. One of the best math
teachers i have ever had just because his enthusiasm for the subject inspired me.
Hands down the best math teacher I have had in my educational career.
Professor Webster often has extended office hours, and probably shows about as much enthusiasm for calculus as is
humanly possible.
Extreamely helpful
Doesn't judge if you struggle and goes to any length to work with you
Very helpful and truly wants his students to do well in the course. Office hours were extremely helpful
Overall a great professor, I enjoyed his teaching style.
I loved that Justin had enthusiasm with this course. It helped that he was very personal and didn't just copy his notes
onto the chalk board, he put thought into the notes he gave us. Personally, as someone who is OCD with notes
(specifically math due to how hard it is to understand at times and it will snowball if you do not understand), I enjoy
having notes that are not all over the place. i like when the professor carefully plans out their notes neatly so I can look
back on it later....almost as a textbook.
I really enjoyed Dr. Webster's teaching style. I have always struggled in Math but the way he taught this class was
extremely thorough and clear.
Justin did his best to keep the class focused but also relaxed during new material and encouraged his students to
contribute to the topic by offering up ideas.
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Overall this instructor is an effective teacher.

Section

Question

Mean
Overall this instructor is an effective teacher.
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

4.9

4.2

4.4

4.9

4.2

4.4

Comments on teaching:
Comment
Fantastic teacher and always available for help.
Justin has this way of teaching math that I appreciate very much. In most math classes you are just given formulas and
ways to compute numbers - In Justin's class before just giving us all these number he would make sure we
understood what we were doing and would write out in words what he was going to do with the numbers. His methods
of teaching are very vital to success in his class and made me, a person who does not usually get along with math,
understand.
Good teacher if you are good at math and a pretty smart student, if not you might not do well (you will FAIL).
Justin worked well with a wide range of students and wanted to see his students succeed and understand the course.
The best professor. I had never taken calculus and after this course I feel fully confident on my calculus skills.
Flexible office hours, personable, obviously enjoys what he does
I really enjoyed Dr. Webster's teaching style. I have always struggled in Math but the way he taught this class was
extremely thorough and clear. I really liked that he rewarded those who did come to class, it really motivated me to go
every Tues/Thurs, more so than if there were a punishment for not attending class.
He made a dreadful calculus class pretty enjoyable while getting his lessons across
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Overall, this is a good course.

Section

Question

Mean
Overall, this is a good course.
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

4.8

4.0

4.3

4.8

4.0

4.3

Comments on course:
Comment
I like the class and although it was difficult I found it feasible.
Some of the material was repetitive, but the course deemed helpful.
I loved this class.
Came into it a bit worried, but glad Justin was my prof because I didn't just memorize certain formulas to get a passing
grade, I have actually learned what I have been taught and I can take it with me to my next math course.
I absolutely despise math but this course was manageable with the help of Dr. Webster.
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Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching or of the course that have been
most valuable to you.
Comment
Extremely helpful and patient. Wants his students to succeed.
The most valuable aspect of Justin's teaching is his willingness to repeat certain steps or problems as well as the
amount of time he spends in office hours in order to provide extra help.
The structure of the course flowed very well. One thing always lead to another. Justin is very keen on making sure
students not only know how to compute the problems but that they UNDERSTAND - which is very important and
valuable to student success.
I really benefitted from the written conclusions at the end of all of the chalk board lectures, and also the written side
notes during lectures to emphasize important parts of the concept. I benefitted greatly from the big overview
discussions of future quizzes and tests prior to lecture; this helped me prepare and feel more confident for them. I also
was a huge fan of how Justin taught his class using chalk board lectures instead of using guided notes sheets on an
active board screen, because it kept me alert and involved in the lecture the entire duration of class.
I liked his enthusiasm and how he explained the math conceptually as well as computationally.
His different explanations for the material, his real world examples, and his enthusiasm
He was very effective in teaching what needed to be taught and how to do the problems.
Doing problems on the board and making a conclusion about them helped me the most.
Again, very personable. It is vital that a teacher does not come off as someone who is just there to teach the lesson of
the day and then continue on with their lives. The fact that Justin takes the time to develop a relationship with each
student helps especially regarding office hours. I feel that I was more likely to visit at OH when I had a simple
question...as opposed to another teacher who I have who is not as 'friendly', it's not as easy to sit down and talk about
what i am struggling with- BUT with Justin it is.
Everything mentioned above. very effective teaching methods-- Great professor, overall.
His involvement in class and his attitude really made it an enjoyable environment to learn in and it helped me make
better grades I think

Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching or of the course that you feel
most need improvement.
Comment
I did not personally have any issues with Justin's teaching, however, the homework program used with the course,
"Hawkes Learning" needs improvement. If there was a way that this program could be replaced with a better one next
year I think that would benefit students a lot more. The program was sometimes hard to understand and some
problems were hard to get through even after looking over my notes, doing the practice problems, and reading the
chapter.
I would suggest that Justin continue to include harder, less basic examples thorough out his lecture that more closely
reflect the homework assignments on Hawkes. Or I would advise him to consider cutting out Hawkes and adopting a
new program with homework problems that better suit the problems we do in class. It just seemed like there was a
disconnect between some of the Hawkes assignments and what we did in class; however, I did feel like the Hawkes
software was helpful in teaching me/tutoring me through the more-confusing homework problems. So maybe just add
some tougher in-class examples. Other than that, I genuinely enjoyed
Making Hawkes reflect the classes and teaching students to work through hard problems on their own (because the
tests were harder than the classes)
Nothing. Great teacher.
More examples regarding the tests. Sometimes I felt that the questions from the tests were very different from the ones
we learned in class and on the online homework
The only thing I could say that needs improvement is homework dates. I would do the homework the day before it is
due, and after I finished he would push the date back further and I would feel so ahead in the class. I hated it.
Referring back to my OCD, I get really stressed when my notes are not titled and orderly. It would be nice that if at the
beginning of each class there could be a title/subject that we will be learning for the day...it makes it easier to go back
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into my notes later on for assignments and studying. Other than that small, personal thing, Justin is a great professor!
N/A
Even though he encouraged participation in his students, I think that he could have asked for more from them in order
to help them learn the material even better.
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Reason for taking this course:

Before enrolling in this course, how much interest did you have in taking it?

Section

Question

Mean
Before enrolling in this course, how much interest did you have in taking it?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

3.5

3.0

2.2

3.5

3.0

2.2

How difficult did you find this course?

Section

Question

Mean
How difficult did you find this course?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

1.9

2.3

2.6

1.9

2.3

2.6

The workload for this course was:

Question

Section
Mean

The workload for this course was:

2.6

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean
2.7

2.9
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Mean

2.6

2.7

2.9
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How many classes (excused and unexcused) have you missed in this course?

Section

Question

Mean
How many classes (excused and unexcused) have you missed in this course?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

Expected grade in this course:

Section

Question

Mean
Expected grade in this course:
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

1.9

2.1

1.7

1.9

2.1

1.7

Your overall GPA:

Section

Question

Mean
Your overall GPA:
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

2.6

2.9

3.0

2.6

2.9

3.0
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Responded

8
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Summary
Section
Question

Mean Median

Department (MATH)

Overall

Standard
Standard
Standard
Mean Median
Mean Median
Deviation
Deviation
Deviation

Course materials were wellprepared and carefully explained.

4.9

5.0

0.4

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Course objectives were clearly
stated and pursued.

4.9

5.0

0.4

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Assignments, tests, and written
work in the course reflected the
content and emphasis of the
course.

4.9

5.0

0.4

4.3

4.0

0.9

4.4

5.0

0.8

Required readings/texts were
valuable.

4.9

5.0

0.4

4.0

4.0

1.0

4.2

4.0

1.0

Methods used for evaluating
student work were fair and
appropriate.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.3

4.0

0.9

4.3

5.0

0.9

Feedback on graded
assignments was valuable.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.2

4.0

1.0

I found this course intellectually
challenging and stimulating.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.2

4.0

0.9

4.2

4.0

0.9

I have developed my skills and
knowledge.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.1

4.0

1.0

4.3

4.0

0.9

Students were encouraged to
share knowledge and ideas.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.0

4.0

1.0

4.3

5.0

0.9

This course increased my interest
in the subject.

4.9

5.0

0.4

3.3

3.0

1.3

4.0

4.0

1.2

The instructor showed
enthusiasm for teaching the
subject.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.4

5.0

0.8

4.6

5.0

0.7

The instructor showed interest in
the learning and development of
the students.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.4

5.0

0.9

4.5

5.0

0.8

The instructor was adequately
accessible to students during
office hours or after class.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.4

5.0

0.9

4.4

5.0

0.8

Overall this instructor is an
effective teacher.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.2

4.0

1.0

4.4

5.0

0.9

Overall, this is a good course.

5.0

5.0

0.0

4.0

4.0

1.1

4.2

4.0

0.9
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Organization
1. Course materials were well-prepared and
carefully explained.

2. Course objectives were clearly stated and
pursued.

Comments on organization:
Comment
I think that the less strict organization worked well for this course.
Prof. Webster chooses very good text-book for math 295. And he prepared the materials very well and he explained
them slowly and carefully to make sure me and others understand the basic proof.
Justin (as Dr. Webster liked us to refer to him) was very organized the entire course. He had a website that he updated
with assignments and any other thing we had to watch out for.
Professor Webster basically had our entire outline for the semester on day one, and we rarely deviated from the
schedule. One of the most organized professors by far.
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Assignments
1. Assignments, tests, and written work in the
course reflected the content and emphasis of the
course.

2. Required readings/texts were valuable.

Comments on assignments:
Comment
The assignments were really effective at teaching the material.
A lot of problems were assigned that felt redundant in the homework.
Everything we did for the class pertained to the material and aided us in mastering the skills we were working on.
Was upset at the beginning of the semester because i read the syllabus and saw that there was a term paper, but after
having done some research I can say that this paper has definitely made me more excited about persuading
mathematics
I am a senior citizen who enjoys the study of mathematics. I audited this course in the fall 2015 and this spring. One of
the greatest differences in the two courses was the selection of the text the professors used. Professor Ivey used
Transition to Advanced Mathematics by Smith and Eggen whereas professor Webster used Foundations of Higher
Mathematics by Fendel/Resek. Those of us who took the course both semesters seem to be of the consensus that Prof
Websters course was much clearer. I feel this is in large part due to the choice of text. To Prof Iveys credit,he often
voiced misgivings about Smith/Eggen. Smith/Eggen uses the approach to writing and structuring proofs the way
Fendel/Resek presents it but does not teach it. I have tried to teach myself the writing of proofs from Smith/Eggen for
two years prior to taking the classes. Finally after taking a course using Fendel/Resek I can look at a proof in other texts
and see the structure. Also,I can now plot a course to writing my own proofs.
I have struggled with the material in 295 in the past, but the way that Justin did the assignments in the class just made
for a much more relaxed and enjoyable environment. He truly wanted us to learn the material, and this was obvious to
the students from the way that he set up his assignments.
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Grading
1. Methods used for evaluating student work were
fair and appropriate.

2. Feedback on graded assignments was valuable.

Comments on grading:
Comment
The feedback was very helpful.
All of Justin's feedback was helpful in making sure we understood our mistakes.
Justin always left feedback on every problem that we got incorrect, and always tried to give each student a fair attempt to
get a good grade. He allowed re-attempts on homework and quizzes, which only showed the students that his main
focus was for us to understand the materials.
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Learning
1. I found this course intellectually challenging and 2. I have developed my skills and knowledge.
stimulating.

3. Students were encouraged to share knowledge
and ideas.

4. This course increased my interest in the subject.

Comments on learning:
Comment
I definitely learned a lot of new material and this class has expanded my vision on mathematics.
This course was a nice change from the calculus sequence. I have really come to like the logic side of mathematics
that i never even knew existed.
My academic background in math goes through PDE,Advanced Numerical Analysis,and Operations Research. I took
these courses when I was much younger for pleasure. I took Math 295 this year so I can go on to further studies. I
deeply enjoyed the course but do feel this semesters offering a better version of the subject. I would sit through Prof
Websters course again but should probably move on.
I took 295 last semester, and even though I am a mathematics major, I nearly changed majors from this class alone.
But with professor Websters help, the class was much more manageable. Everything that we learned was fascinating,
and I didn't have to struggle with each individual assignment for hours to understand it.
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Instructor
1. The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching
the subject.

2. The instructor showed interest in the learning
and development of the students.

3. The instructor was adequately accessible to
students during office hours or after class.

How many classes has the professor missed in this course?

Section

Question

Mean
How many classes has the professor missed in this course?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

1.0

1.1

1.0

1.0

1.1

1.0

Comments on instructor:
Comment
I think Professor Webster is a very effective teacher. He was always very enthusiastic about the subject and about the
learning of the students. I also found him very helpful during office hours.
Prof. Webster has developed a great rapport with the students and has provided them with many interesting learning
opportunities. And I like the way he goes really carefully and slowly on the important materials.
Justin was a fantastic Instructor. He is always very adamant about teaching and wants his students to succeed.
He is amazing professor who actually cares about his students. He is very passionate about the material he presents.
We should hire more professors like him in the math department.
Very thankful i had him as a professor. I was nice to see somebody thoroughly excited about the content.
Prof Webster is one of two best professors of math that I have had. He genuinely enjoys teaching this course and cares
about his students. I have never received the personal help with my studies that he has given me including from my
family and I'm just an audit student. He is open and honest with us and very approachable but he is tough and
thorough. He is a teacher not just another professor.
You could see that professor Webster loved his job, and it was easy to see that teaching this class was fun to him. He
would consistently try and talk the class into coming into office hours, and would always find the time to help his
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students.
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Overall this instructor is an effective teacher.

Section

Question

Mean
Overall this instructor is an effective teacher.
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

5.0

4.2

4.4

5.0

4.2

4.4

Comments on teaching:
Comment
I thought the way he taught the subject really was effective.
Justin can always find a way to explain a concept in a different way until his students understand.
He makes sure that everyone understands and makes himself available to the students who don't grasp it in class.
The material is clearly presented and very interesting. Even when I feel I have too much is going on in my home life and
business and feel my interest slipping,when I attend class I'm drawn back into interest in math.
I can say that without a doubt, Justin was the best professor (of any subject) that I have ever had. His upbeat attitude,
caring nature for his students, and profound knowledge of the subject made for one of the most enjoyable semesters
that I have ever had. If given the opportunity to in the future, I would take a course with only the knowledge that he would
be teaching it.
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Overall, this is a good course.

Section

Question

Mean
Overall, this is a good course.
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

5.0

4.0

4.3

5.0

4.0

4.3

Comments on course:
Comment
I think the course is great.
This course is not easy, but if you work hard, you will learn a lot.
This is the first major math class that I have taken that I thoroughly enjoyes.
Extremely pleased with the course.
I feel this course is absolutely essential to further studies in advanced mathematics. I can see how this subject can be
very challenging to write about and teach but I feel this challenge has been met with this text and instructor. I find it
interesting that often older texts in mathematics are better written and clearer. This is not calculus where the text can be
average and the instruction poor and I can still teach the subject to myself well enough to get an excellent grade and go
on to teach the subject. This is a very demanding course that amounts to about a semester and a half crammed into
one semester but I can see no other way of doing it. We are also expected to write in Latex,which I feel is good but it
adds a big challenge to the course along with the material being so foreign to most students. It is interesting to note
that my algebra text from 1973 had a fair amount of this material in it and we were expected to turn a hand at writing
proofs.
The course was fascinating, and is fundamentally different than any other math class i have ever taken. In other math
classes, it was focused on analytical and computational math, where memorizing formulas and having a basic
understanding of the material would get you by. In this class, however, you must know every aspect of each lesson, or
you are doomed to fail. It is safe to say that I am leaving this course with a confidence in math that I have never had
before, and I am looking forward to my next proof class.
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Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching or of the course that have been
most valuable to you.
Comment
Justin's concern for all of his students to succeed has really helped me in knowing he is doing everything he can to
make sure I understand the material as long as I am willing to try.
Everything. Thanks for being awesome at what you do!
I really appreciate that Dr. Webster explains concepts as many times as necessary in order to ensure i was grasping
the material.
I now have a much better idea of how proofs are written and structured. Although I expect to continue attending classes,I
feel I am much better prepared to study on my own if need be.
Justin is extremely nice individual, and it easily approachable, even from day 1. He always holds his office hours, and
attempts to make time for each of his students. His ability to phrase difficult material into something that every student
understands shows that he knows the subject extremely well. Encourages unique thoughts to be asked in class, i.e.
"There is never a stupid question". All around a wonderful teacher.

Please comment on aspects of the instructor’s teaching or of the course that you feel
most need improvement.
Comment
I cannot think of anything Justin could improve on. He is a fantastic Instructor and I learned a lot from him.
none
I feel we got a slightly slow start.
I don't think I could come up with a negative aspect of professor Webster's teaching if I tried. As I said before, he is a
wonderful teacher all around.
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Reason for taking this course:

Before enrolling in this course, how much interest did you have in taking it?

Section

Question

Mean
Before enrolling in this course, how much interest did you have in taking it?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

2.4

3.0

2.2

2.4

3.0

2.2

How difficult did you find this course?

Section

Question

Mean
How difficult did you find this course?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

2.0

2.3

2.6

2.0

2.3

2.6

The workload for this course was:

Question

Section
Mean

The workload for this course was:

2.0

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean
2.7

2.9
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Mean

2.0

2.7

2.9
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How many classes (excused and unexcused) have you missed in this course?

Section

Question

Mean
How many classes (excused and unexcused) have you missed in this course?
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

1.0

1.1

1.1

1.0

1.1

1.1

Expected grade in this course:

Section

Question

Mean
Expected grade in this course:
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

1.4

2.1

1.7

1.4

2.1

1.7

Your overall GPA:

Section

Question

Mean
Your overall GPA:
Mean

Department
Overall
(MATH)
Mean

Mean

2.3

2.9

3.0

2.3

2.9

3.0
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